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ABSTRACT 
Importance of technology development and innovation to a region's economic 
development is well known among economists and politicians. The world witnesses the 
miracle growth of the Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese and Singaporean economies during the 
last thirty years. Technology has been quoted among the various reasons. 
Hong Kong is a successful business hub, but at the same time lagging behind in 
technology development and innovation. The SAR government has explicitly voiced out the 
need to pursue the direction of "high technology" in view of this. Nevertheless, due to the 
‘ diversified considerations as shown in various literatures, it is difficult to generalize hard-and-
fast rules to evaluate the region's competence and prospect in technology development and 
innovation. 
This paper utilizes the framework developed by the Asian Development Bank, which 
was used for technology development evaluation in several Asian economies, as the basis to 
study Hong Kong's situation. Four main areas, namely technology policy administration, 
technology development considerations, technology infrastructure and technology climate, are 
assessed. Factual observations as well as a perception survey constitute the methodology. 
After the findings summary and survey results, different issues are pinpointed and 
corresponding recommendations are given. 
Hong Kong has the potential technology capacity, although the momentum, essential 
channels and linkages are not yet strongly established. It is recommended that an overall 
technology planning and coordination unit be formed. Focused and coordinated resource 
allocation with quantitative measurement should be emphasized. It is further suggested that 
applied technology product transaction market be strengthened. Business opportunities and 
market demand would enhance the technology I business alignment culture and further fuel 
up the innovation triangle from applied research back to more basic one. In the process, the 
technology capacity of Hong Kong in human resource, financial and establishment should be 
promoted and restrictions should be eliminated. It is hoped that the long-term aspects of 
technology development and innovation would be nurtured as a result. 
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A snapshot of Hong Kong is taken in preparing this paper. Assumptions and 
situations would shift, and new observations, issues and solutions would arise. The author 
recommends that the study on Hong Kong technology development and innovation be further 
refined and continued for the overall benefit of society. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Importance of Technology Development and Innovation 
The importance of technology cannot be overstated. Quoting the former US 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, "In a global economy of physical scarcity, science and 
technology are becoming our most precious resource" (Nau, 1976). On the other side of the 
ocean, after WWII, technology strength has enabled Japan "to achieve rates of economic 
growth far higher than anything experienced before or since" (Morris-Suzuki, 1994). 
Technological breakthrough has helped the human kind to go through the agricultural 
revolution and industrial revolution. Now, the importance of technology has spurred to an 
even unprecedented level. 
It is widely considered that technology is highly related to society growth. According to 
macro-economic theory, production is formulated as AK° L(i-"). While K, capital and L, labour 
are relatively well defined, the growth of A, productivity, can be contributed to many factors. 
Technology change is one of them. We have examples from Japan, Korea, Taiwan, where 
technology development has indeed help the countries' development. Korea experienced a 
tenfold increase in GNP from 1962 to 1991. In the period, the Korean government has 
aggressively pursued a fast economic and technology development plan (Enos, 1988). 
Studies on Taiwan also show that "the spreading of improvements in technology" and "transfer 
of technology" into Taiwan are contributing to its rapid growth. In 1991, per capita GNP of 
Taiwan has exceeded US$8,910. (Li ,1995). From the traditional society of "dirt roads and 
slow-moving ox-carts" (Morris-Suzuki, 1994)，Japan has now grown into a technological giant 
with GNP over US$4300 billion. 
1.2 Is Honq Konq Readv for the Future Chailenae 
Hong Kong has been successful in the last couple of decades in establishing itseW as 
a strong "packagers and integrators" and "source of foreign investment" (Enright, 1997). 
Besides, specific businesses in Hong Kong like property development, business services, 
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transportation have been growing in a fast pace due to various competitive factors and 
favourable institutional factors (Enright, 1997). Hong Kong is lagging behind, however, in 
technology development. 
The Hong Kong SAR government has been committing to go for higher value added 
industries as a strategy. Quoting the Chief Executive of Hong Kong, "Innovation and 
technology are important drivers of economic growth. In a knowledge-based global economy, 
they are essential in adding value, increasing productivity and enhancing our overall 
competitiveness" (Hong Kong Government, 1998). Therefore he would lead the government 
to "focus on increasing the diversity of the economy by creating conditions for growth in 
sectors with a high value-added element, in particular in those industries which place 
importance on high technology and multi-media applications" (Hong Kong Government, 1998). 
1.3 Objectives 
Considering the diverse nature of technology and innovation, and the various 
economic, political, cultural and historical background of different countries, it is not easy to 
generalize some hard-and-fast rules of technology related success factors. 
It is the purpose of this paper to review the different factors contributing to Hong 
Kong's technology development. A framework will be adopted, by which Hong Kong's 
competence and prospect in the area of technology development and innovation as a whole is 
examined. Findings and recommendations will follow. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 What is Technology 
Various studies come to a similar conclusion that technological development and 
industrial advancement are closely intertwined. However, how they are related is not at all 
obvious, given that different countries go for their paths in various ways. Before going into 
details, it is necessary to give some definite scopes and meanings to the term "technology". 
In the context of economics, technoloav is "the complex of technical information 
required to engineer products, processes, and industrial plants, as well as the practical skill 
(know-how) for producing the products, managing the processes, and building and operating 
the plants" (Teitel, 1993). Further clarifying the reason for technology development, it 
"pertains mostly to cost reduction improvements in production processes and to the creation 
of new products", and it is also a result of "the adaptation of imported technologies to local 
conditions" (Teitel, 1993). 
2.2 Technology Components and Technological Capabilities 
A general viewpoint on technology is "human knowledge applied in production" 
(Rosegger, 1986). Together with our definition of technology above, we can pinpoint the 
critical components as factors of production, to include human, knowledge, and the production 
capital and organization. This is neatly summarized by Asian Development Bank. Technoloov 
components are four fold with "technical hardware, human abilities, recorded information and 
organizational frameworks" (Asian Development Bank, 1995). 
A society can be said to manage technological capabilities in different ways. Kim 
considered it as "the ability to make effective use of technological knowledge in efforts to 
assimilate, use, adapt, and change existing technologies" (Kim, 1997). He had noticed how 
Korea's capability expands from mere imitation to indigenous innovation. Different ways 
enable a country to get hold of some technological capabilities. Japanese are famous for their 
engineering skills in dismantling imported products and learning as a result. Korea imported 
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foreign technology mainly by licensing (Enos, 1988). Other forms of leaming include joint 
venturing and buying consultancy services. Asian Development Bank again gives a good 
summary on it. Technoloaical caDabilities is the competency to operate the technological 
components, to acquire appropriate technologies in the right time, to engage in supportive 
tasks of project execution, human resources development among the others, and to adapt, 
improve and innovate based on the existing technology (Asian Development Bank, 1995). 
2_3 Government Policies 
2.3.1 Policy Administration 
Considering the dragons in East Asia, governments' explicit emphasis and 
prioritization on technology development is phenomenal. A task force "National Long-term 
S&T Development Committee" was established in 1959 in Taiwan for the planning, promotion 
and support of R&D activities. A "National Science Development Plan 69 - 80" was 
formulated to implement the steps to go for technology advancement (Li, 1995). In Japan, as 
early as 1880's, "Opinions on the Promotion of Industry" was drafted and presented to then 
Meiji government, triggering the latter to adopt diverse policies, including those to enhance 
technological capabilities. After World War II’ the Ministry of International Trade and Industry 
in Japan (MITI) and the subordinate Agency of Industrial Science and Technology were 
contributing greatly to building up the nation's technology strength (Morris-Suzuki, 1994). As 
in other cases (Enos, 1988), a committed and capable policy administration is necessary for a 
sustainable technological success. 
2.3.2 Technology Policies and Promotion 
Government factor has been as important one in promoting technological 
development. However, different promotion tactics are applied, and again it is difficult to 
generalize. 
The Korean government has been going for the so-called "technonationalism" 
strategy, that it has "actively engaged in the internal and external management of science and 
technology" (Kim, 1994). The government has coordinated the supply-side push (about R&D 
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investment and financial support), demand side pull (about domestic market protection, tax 
incentives) and infrastructural facilitation. A similar conclusion has been drawn about Japan, 
now a technology and industrial giant. Japan has been active in "improving efficiency of 
resource allocation and leading techno-industrial development" (Li, 1992). Japan's 
"government-business partnership has let to the high degree of coherence in government 
programs and industry actions in the course of industrial development" (Li, 1992). These are 
only two examples of the explicit technology strategies. 
Decisions in the choice of the so-called appropriate technology and development 
prioritization are also diversified. According to figures of 1972, the highest productivity industry 
in Latin America, in Argentina it is rubber products, in Chile it is leather products, and in 
/ -
Venezuela it is Petroleum refineries (Teitel, 1993). Industrial success in a country may not be 
easily replicated in others. Even for the same nation, selection and prioritization of technology 
development may differ in various stages. In 1971 Japan redirected its technology policy, 
away from "pollution-prone" and "natural-resource-consuming" industries to some "clean" and 
"brain-intensive" ones. At that moment, Korea had spotted this chance to fill up the gap left by 
vJapan, thereby successfully developed its own petrochemical and iron / steel industries (Enos, 
1988). 
Export orientation and import substitution are two of the directions. Brazil, in the 
period of 1967 to 1980，took the chance to promote the local technology and industry of 
automobile manufacturing by "export-oriented strategy". Moreover, "the military was 
committed to the techno-industrial development of the country". On the other hand, Nigeria, 
for the same industry sector, "pursue the import substitution strategy" (Gusau, 1985). Korea, 
at the beginning of its technology development, adopted similar policy (Enos, 1988). No 
matter what the choice is, economic restructuring has occurred to enable to change. 
Other forms of Government intervention are mentioned. Subsidized rate of interest, 
credit rationing (Teitel, 1993) and Government regulation and control have different effects 
upon investment or local innovative incentives. The various possibilities above demonstrate 
the multi-fold challenges for a government to make appropriate decisions in technology 
strategy, need identification, prioritization and economic restructuring. 
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2.4 Technological Infrastructure and Climate 
2.4.1 Infrastructure 
One way to analyze factors for technology activities is to classify them as supply-side 
and demand-side. As far as technological infrastructure is concerned, it is on the supply-side, 
the capacity to carry out the development activities. 
Education and R&D institutions are essential to provide the social human resource 
capacity. The human factor has been even more important when technological development 
is concerned, A cross-national comparative study has shown that 1he prior condition of 
higher education activity and the increase of R&D effort have positive influence on knowledge 
production level of a country" (Kim, 1990). The same study also shows that 1he increase of 
R&D personnel and the increase of higher education activity also have positive influence on 
technological development level of a country" (Kim, 1990). 
In Thailand, the state maintained "scattered links to large Thai conglomerates or 
private collective institutions" (Felker, 1998). The Malaysian government, "a cohesive state 
elite imposed policy and institutional reform from the top down" (Felker, 1998). For Indonesia, 
"the government has actively intervened to define and implement policies to promote science 
and technology development" (Lee, 1990). How the government is maintaining the linkage 
among the academic sectors and the industries may differ from countries to countries. 
However it is certain that some considerations should be given to this linkage, so that the 
research outcome can be effectively used by the industries. 
Asian Development Bank also included some other factors concerning the 
technological infrastructure. Together with the linkage factor mentioned above, the size of the 
different sectors should also be substantial enough to maintain sustainable innovation ability. 
Technology mentors should provide information, services or financial help to facilitate the 
business sectors' initiative in technology development. Technology guiders should provide 
advice, consultancy and information that guide the businesses' technology development. 
Such the technology mentors and guiders should play catalytic role and supportive role 
‘effectively to maintain the in^astructure (Asian Development Bank, 1995). 
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2.4.2 Climate 
Fransman, in his study of Hong Kong's indigenous technological capability (ITC), has 
raised several hypotheses about ITC in less-developed countries. "The level of innovation is 
directly related to the degree of competition" and such competition determines "the dominant 
form of technological change". However, he also mentioned that "protection is a necessary 
condition for ITC" (Fransman, 1984). The Korean government is playing active role to protect 
the selected market to foster a climate to build up the innovation capability. The crucial point 
here is to consider the local solution about the use of free market competition to promote a 
technology climate. 
Enright spotted the leading business cluster in Hong Kong: property, financial, 
transport, light manufacturing, and tourism. Such clusters "draw upon common skill bases or 
inputs, and reinforce each other's competitive positions through dynamic interaction (Enright, 
1997). In the case of Japan before World War 11’ a "network of local laboratories and local 
trade association" strongly supported some transformation of traditional industries to modem 
ones (Morris-Suzuki, 1994). The production clusters also play a role in promoting the 
technology climate. The establishment of "technology streets" in China, and "science parks" 
in Taiwan are some of the examples. 
There are other intangible but important dimensions about technology climate. 
Customers expecting better quality products may enhance future technology application. 
Local culture in accepting technology change may also be promoted through different 
channels (Asian Development Bank, 1995). They should be assessed under the category 
technology climate, together with the other factors mentioned above. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Research Framework 
As discussed in the previous section, regional success of technology development 
and innovation depends on multiple factors. As Hong Kong is a well developed and 
complicated economy with long history of capitalistic market economy experience, and with 
rich pool of various businesses going on, the analysis might be biased if only some of the 
factors are considered. 
Asian Development Bank has built up a framework to study Asian countries in their 
technology development. Their study was initiated in 1992, and had covered the national 
study of Bangladesh, People's Republic of China, Pakistan and the Philippines (Asian 
Development Bank, 1995). The framework has covered the various factors mentioned above. 
Due to this reason, this study will be proceeded based on it. With a cross national view 
embedded, Asian Development Bank's framework is believed to be applicable to the situation 
in Hong Kong. 
With reference to the framework, four aspects of Hong Kong's technology 
development factors will be studied: 
• Technology policy administration features; 
• Technology-based development considerations; 
• Technology capacity about infrastructure building; 
• Technology overall climate creation. 
The study will further elaborate each aspect based on the division suggested in Asian 
Development Bank's previous work. 
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3.2 Research Methodology 
3.2.1 Observations 
Studies on different aspects of Hong Kong around the four factors above will be 
performed. Source of information would include observations from different government 
policy releases, economics statistics, reports, researches, and observations. In the 
appropriate areas, comparative studies would be applied with the newly industrialized 
countries (NIC's) in South East Asia. 
The assessment results will be presented in argument format with secondary 
qualitative and quantitative data. 
Illustration 3-1: Factors Contributing to Hong Kong's Technology Development 
Technology Policy ^ ^ ^ \ 
Technology Development 
Considerations "~^^^^^^^ ^ ^ " ^ " - ^ < ^ 
[ ^ ^ 广 Sustainable and ^ v 
f Appropriate Technology \ 
j~ 1 Development and j 
Technology Infrastructure ^^^ , ^^^^ \ ^ ^^^ Innovation y ^ 
Building ^ _^^ -^^ ' ^ 
. z 
Technology Climate ^ / ^ 
Creation 
3.2.2 Survey 
Perceptive survey is conducted to complement the factual observations around the 
four technology development aspects in the framework. References have pointed out the 
importance for the government, academia and business sectors to join efforts in a region's 
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technology development. Due to this reason, the government, education institutes and 
business sectors would be the target survey groups. A survey in the format of questionnaires 
will be performed to assess their expert opinions and perception. Questions in the 
questionnaires will be formulated based on this paper's study framework. The results will form 
a reference to observations. 
Questionnaire Design 
The questionnaire is designed with the aim to understand the perception of the target 
groups of citizens in different aspects of Hong Kong technology. Due to the referencing 
purpose of the survey, the questions are set around the four technology development aspects 
in parallel with the factual observations. Questions are drafted according to the framework 
and the author's subjective selection according to Hong Kong environment. They are further 
filtered to eliminate duplication and ambiguity. Finally they are classified into groups and 
translated into Chinese for the target survey groups' easy comprehension. The following are 
the questioning format, and a brief list of the question groups. 
Format of Questions 
Descriptive statements will be listed for the respondents to express their extent of 
agreement. A 9-point interval scale rating will be used for further analysis of data. 
Question Groups 
Technology Policy Administration 
Eight questions will be asked to understand the respondents' perception about Hong 
Kong government policy commitment, coordination and strength in technology development. 
Technology Development Considerations 
Five questions will be asked to understand the respondents' perception about the 
capability of Hong Kong in understanding the future product, service and technology need, as 
well as the capability to allocate resource accordingly. 
Technology Infrastructure Building 
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Seven questions will be asked to understand the respondents' perception about the 
existing technology components in Hong Kong. The components include academic and 
research establishment, financial resource, communications channel, mentoring and guidance 
setup. 
Technology Climate Creation 
Seven questions will be asked to understand the respondents' perception about the 
potentials in Hong Kong to cultivate a technology climate. Questions include the market 
protection, technology sharing and general public's belief in technology development. 
Others 
/ • 
Six questions are specific to the Hong Kong environment. They are not classified into 
the four factors of the study framework. Questions include the relationship with Mainland 
China, SMEs and service business in Hong Kong. 
Demographics 
Seven questions are asked to understand the demographics of the respondents. 
Specifically, the age group, sex, education level, occupation, company size, position and 
income group will be checked. 
Survev Samplina 
The questionnaires are directed to three sectors of citizens in Hong Kong: the 
business sectors, government civil servants, and the academia. The rationale behind is their 
Wgh relevance to Hong Kong technology development as suggested in various literatures and 
the framework. They are likely to be the direct players and decision-makers in Hong Kong 
technology development in the future. 
Business sectors are represented by 300 names and addresses randomly drawn from 
the registered members of Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce. Another 150 names 
and addresses of teaching or research staff are randomly drawn from different universities in 
Hong Kong and Lingnan College. Finally, 143 names and addresses of civil servants are 
randomly drawn from the government. 
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Survev Process 
A total of 593 questionnaires were sent by post to the individuals, in two batches. The 
first batch of 300 mails was sent on February 23,1999 and the second batch of 293 mails on 
March 1’ 1999. Replies were collected by facsimile. All replies were collected on or before 
March 19,1999. The response rate and .the respondents' demographics will be presented in 
Chapter Five below. 
Data Analvsis 
For each question, the average score and the t-statistics will be computed to show the 
respondents' perception tendency and significance. For presentation purpose, the nine-point 
scale will be divided into three equal parts. Percentage of respondents falling into each part 
will be summarized. Tabular summary for the results in each question group will be presented 
in the corresponding section. 
3.2.3 Summary and Recommendations 
The findings and summaries will be grouped under the four factors of the framework. 
In particular, the specific features of Hong Kong environment will be highlighted. From these, 
relevant recommendations, and a discussion about their viability will be presented. 
fbu 
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4. OBSERVATIONS AND SURVEY RESULTS 
4.1 Technology Policy Framework - Policy Administrative Features 
In this area, the focus of study will be concentrated on the issue whether the 
administration is effective and efficient in the process to formulate technology policies. The 
following factors will be considered: 
• Intensity of government commitment to technology development 
• Extent of integration of technology with socioeconomic considerations 
• Effectiveness of interest coordination system for technology development 
• Strength of government technology policy implementation 
after which the survey result will be examined as reference. 
4.1.1 Intensity of Explicit Commitment to Technology Development 
Introduction 
This section discusses the government commitment in pursuing technology 
development and innovation in Hong Kong. It will be divided into several parts: 
• Analysis of government's different aspects of commitment 
• Threats and opportunities 
Aspects of Commitment 
After the transition of sovereignty in 1997, Hong Kong is promised to enjoy a high 
degree of autonomy. Since then, the government has been more committed in technology 
development and innovation. 
The degree of commitment, which is a rather abstract term, will be further divided for 
the purpose of a more detailed analysis. By commitment, this paper refers to the written 
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spoken reference to the government's will to pursue technology development and innovation, 
and the subsequent actions, including financial, political or legal establishment to assist this 
goal. 
Centralized or Decentralized 
Government's commitment to technology development and innovation is not a brand 
new policy after 1997. Long before that, the government then had already taken steps to go 
for this direction. The efforts were decentralized, though. The Hong Kong Productivity 
Council was established in 1967. The Hong Kong Industrial Technology Centre was 
established in 1993. Moreover, the Industry Support Funds and Applied Research Funds 
were set up in 1994 and 1993 respectively. With the establishment of the Chief Executive's 
Commission on Innovation and Technology, the commitment of technology starts to be more 
centralized. 
Aggressiveness 
Aggressiveness is another marked difference between the SAR government and the 
previous colonial ones. In 1992 and 1995，Industry Department carried two consultancy 
studies to analyze the development prospect of a science park in Hong Kong. In 1997，the 
Planning Committee on Science Park was set up, whose recommendation was accepted in 
1998 by the Executive Council. Phase One of the Science Park is targeted to open in 2001 
(Industry Department, 1998) On the other hand, the Cyberport Project was announced in 
1998，and would be commissioned "in phase starting in 2002” (Financial budget, 1998). Also 
noted were the establishment of the Information Technology and Broadcasting Bureau in 
1998, and the subsequent project "Digital 21" to go for the prospect to build up Hong Kong as 
a high-tech IT city. All showed the aggressive approach of commitment in the current 
government. 
Explicit or Implicit 
Moreover, the explicit commitment has been more visible since 1997. The first policy 
address by the Chief Executive in 1997 explicitly pointed out the direction "to make Hong Kong 
an innovation centre" (Hong Kong Government, 1997). The same theme had already 
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appeared in his election slogan. These explicit notions are different from all the previous 
governing bodies in Hong Kong. 
Threats and Opportunities 
It is uncertain, however, as to whether the current commitment level is sustainable or 
not. The current commitment level is highly related with the Chief Executive's own opinion 
and vision on Hong Kong's future. With the "executive led" political structure of Hong Kong, 
the various departments are effective execution bodies of policies. After the end of terms of 
the Chief Executive in 2002, it is not certain whetherthe successor will share the same vision 
and commitment. 
The other threat is Hong Kong's current financial crisis. Professor Tin of the 
Commission on Innovation and Technology suggested a HK$5 billion injection of fund to start 
up technology projects. At the same time, the 1999 financial budget estimated an HK$34 
billion deficit, and the unemployment rate in 1998 Oct 一 Dec is 5.8% (Government Press 
Release, March 3，1999). The government officials would face a greater resource limitation 
when pursuing long term technology development and innovation. If the financial situation did 
not improve, the economic leaders in Hong Kong might give wayto short term measures. 
During the Chief Executive election and his initial governing in 1997, he had mentioned a 
target of 85,000 annual housing creation. Due to the subsequent economic factor and social 
pressure, the target was virtually dropped in 1998. 
The commitment can be converted to concrete progress. The opportunity lies in the 
government abilityto conveythe message to Hong Kong society, not only the direction and 
area of the technology policy, but also a concrete time frame. Having set a timetable, the 
government will be obliged to engage with the relevant parties, to prepare the technology 
infrastructure and to mobilize the society resources. To reverse the commitment would be 
more costly. These areas will also be covered in the following sections. 
As a summary, government commitment is a starting point, albeit a very important 
one. To sustain the commitment and convert the commitment into concrete results, a 
reasonable way is to link up the commitment with the socio-economic reality. The next section 
is dedicated to discuss this aspect. 
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4.1.2 Extent of Integration of Technology with Socioeconomic Considerations 
Introduction 
This section discusses the government's way to integrate technology policy into its 
overall socio-economic plan, it will be divided into several parts: 
• The nature and features of Hong Kong's socio-economic planning 
• The mechanism of integrating the technology policies into the overall socio-
economic plan 
• Strengths and Weaknesses 
Nature and Features of Honq Konq's Socio-economic Planning 
First is the position of the government in the overall Hong Kong economic planning. 
The Hong Kong government has been playing the role “as referee" whereas a large number of 
private companies are "active players in the economy" (Enright, 1997). Such a clear 
separation of government administration and private sector commerce is quite unique in Asia 
and even worldwide. 
Such "positive non-interventionism" since the seventies has been contributed for the 
economic flexibility of Hong Kong (Yiang, 1990). The markets, including capital market, 
money market, labour market, products and service market are mature in playing the role of 
adjusting the resource allocation. The Hong Kong government has not been accustomed to 
pick the winners in the industries, and has not been used to pick the winning businesses for a 
long-term direction either. Market had been the chief automatic adjusting mechanism. This 
market mechanism has kept transforming Hong Kong, from the labour intensive 
manufacturing industries in 50's and 60,s, to the start of financial service, tourism and real 
estate in 70's and 80's, and further to the subsequent globalization and China-based 
manufacturing. The government, during the transition time, has played an effective and fair 
referee role for maintaining an efficient market. 
Next is the budgeting decision. The prudent budgeting decision in Hong Kong is 
traditional since the colonial time. The government consideres "Business decisions are best 
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left to the private sector,... Moreover, the government will continue to adhere to prudent fiscal 
policies” (Information Services Department, 1997). This also results in the huge exchange 
reserve accumulating for years, where the Official Foreign Currency Assets reaches US$90.1 
billion in 1999\ Besides the financial reserve, the government expenditure is kept controlled. 
The total public expenditure budgeted in 1999 is 21.1% of the estimated GDP^ 
The Chief Executive of Hong Kong delivers Annual Policy Address to indicate the 
direction of development for Hong Kong in an overview context. The Executive Council is an 
organ for assisting the Chief Executive in policy-making, with the Chief Executive for 
Administration and Financial Secretary, among the others, as ex officio members. The 
Financial Secretary of Hong Kong is responsible for the fiscal, monetary and economic 
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policies of the government. His major policy instrument is the annual budget summarizing the 
government expenditure and revenue proposals, in which the annual expenditure proposal 
was to be passed before the legislature. Other government bureaux and agencies are 
responsible for setting the policies in their relevant areas, and are supervised either by the 
Chief Secretary for Administration or by the Financial Secretary. This is a very brief summary 
of Hong Kong central government socio-economic planning. 
integration of Technology Policies into Socioeconomic Planning 
Before 1997’ the technology policies were mostly subsidiary policies under individual 
bureaux. There were mostly initiated due to the specific needs of the bureaux or departmental 
functions. Moreover, the policy formulation within the bureaux was often due to immediate or 
short-term requirement. The integration of the overall technology policies into the socio-
economic plan was distributed. 
The recent trend has changed. The 1997 and 1998 policy address and the 1998 
financial budget have written explicitly the requirement of technology development and 
innovation. All the above have listed "Developing Industries, Technology and Information 
Services" as part of the overall plan. This is actually executive level integration. The top 
1 Figure in January1999 published by Finance Bureau 
2 
Estimated by applying trend growth to the 1998 figures by Finance Bureau 
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executives of Hong Kong explicitly perform the integration of technology policies into the 
overall plan in 1997 and 1998. 
Strengths and Weaknesses 
The current mechanism of integration of technology policies and the overall socio-
economic plan has both advantages and disadvantages. Firstly it is a very effective method 
for Hong Kong, which is a small place and is having a relatively small-size government. 
Moreover, such integration can be effectively pushed forward in the initial stage, since it is 
from the top-level administration. 
However, it is also important to plan for a more appropriate way to integrate the 
technology policies in future. As technology policies also include detailed planning to stimulate 
technology demand, supply and facilitating the transactions (Asian Development Bank, 1995), 
they cannot be satisfactorily put into the highest level document of Hong Kong. 
Institutionalized ways to integrate the technology policies into the overall plan is necessary. At 
the moment, no such development is initiated from within the government yet. 
The institutionalized mechanism to integrate the technology policies is necessary in 
the other aspects. The overall executive integration also lacks a firm framework on how to 
develop the suitable cross-sectional technology for different businesses. Coordination is the 
key word, and would be seriously dealt with in the next section. 
4.1.3 Effectiveness of Interest Coordination System for Technology Development 
Introduction 
This section discusses the government's practice to coordinate the different parties of 
various interests in drafting and implementing the technology policies. It will be divided into 
several parts: 
• The mechanism of interest coordination and short discussion 
• Comparison with other Asian countries and future outlook 
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Mechanism of Interest Coordination 
The marked feature of interest coordination within the Hong Kong government is the 
informal and distributed interest coordination system. The technology policies are distributed 
and implemented bythe individual bureaux and departments. Bureaux or department heads 
are formulating the policies and proposals with their own initiatives. Consultative bodies may 
be hired to carry out feasibility studies. 
The interest coordination is largely an informal one initiated by the bureau secretary or 
department heads before the proposals are putting forward into the Executive Committee. 
The responsible program leader must network with the other bureaux and secretaries and 
other outside parties for a consensus. Forums like advisory committees inviting relevant 
parties and professionals are sometime set up. The only institutionalized body for this 
purpose is in the information technology field, the Information Infrastructure Advisory 
Committee. 
Cross-sectional multi-departmental meeting would be more systematic. However, 
they are mostly ad-hoc, established in an issue-by-issue nature. For instance, Inter-
Departmental Coordinating Committee was set up in late 1997 to deal with the “bird-flu" crisis, 
and the Task Force on Employment was set up in mid 1998 to deal with then rising 
unemployment rate. 
The strength for this distributed and informal mechanism is its flexibility. On the other 
hand, the process of policy making is lengthy. The drafted polices need to be endorsed by the 
Executive Committee first. Afterwards, the bills or policy proposals endorsed needs to be 
assessed by the Legislative Council. A dedicated panel for consultation may be formed for 
further evaluation. This is another time consuming process. A total of 17 bills were passed 
through the Legislative Council from start of term in 1998 to March 1999. The average time 
between the date of gazette and the date of passage is 3 months (Legislative Council, 1999). 
Moreover, lack of central coordination is another problem. Besides the Information 
Technology and Broadcasting Bureau, Hong Kong is lacking a central coordination bureau for 
the overall technology policies. There is yet any department centralizing the biotechnology 
policy, or industrial production technology policy, for a few examples. A near candidate is 
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Industry and Technology Development Council (ITDC), which includes members of 
industrialists, businessmen, representatives of major industry and trade organizations, 
academics and government officials. Currently ITDC is limited to playing an advisory role. 
The influencing power of ITDC depends on how high the decision-making authorities consider 
its advice. 
Comparison with Other Asian Countries and Future Outlook 
Interest coordination is not only important to the drafting and implementing of 
technology policy, but also any general policy influencing multiple bureaux or departments. A 
institutionalized and formal panel or forum, including representatives from academics and 
business sectors, to coordinate different parties interest would be helpful in shortening the 
lengthy process, as well as to enable more cross-functional technology policy liaison. 
Comparing with Taiwan, Korea, and Singapore, they all have strong central interest 
coordination system regarding this aspect. In Singapore, the National Science & Technology 
Board and the National Computer Board are government bodies pushing forward Singapore's 
technology and computer strategy. In Taiwan, the National Science Council is responsible for 
developing the overall technology development and research in Taiwan. In the Republic of 
Korea, the Ministry of Science and Technology is designing and implementing the national 
science and technology plan. They, as a matter of course, become the focal point for the 
interest coordination among the different parties for technology policies drafting and 
implementation. 
The Information Infrastructure Advisory Committee established in 1998 would take 
some of the coordination role, as it would give advice on the development of information 
technology infrastructure in Hong Kong. It comprises of leading personalities from the IT and 
telecommunications fields academia, business as well as representatives from the 
Government. Although limited to IT and telecommunications, this committee may play a role 
model for the later formation of a Hong Kong-wide technology policy coordination unit. 
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4.1.4 Strength of Government Technology Policy Implementation 
Introduction 
This section discusses the strength of implementing the technology policies. By 
strength, it means the strength of the existing policies in pushing forward the actual technology 
development and innovation, as well as the strength of the government or agencies in 
implementing such policies. It will be divided into several parts: 
• Supply side policies 
• Demand side policies 
• Government implementation mechanism 
Supplv Side Policies 
The supply side policies of the government refer to those aiming at stimulating or 
facilitating the supply of technologies. Specifically, the following are to be checked: 
• Human resource 
• R&D and Innovation enhancement 
The government policies in building up technology human resources are mostly 
concentrated in the various universities. Through the University Grants Committee (UGC), six 
of eight higher education institutions are funded for their science and technology programmes. 
The government has shown no special preference on the composition on the graduates. In 
1997，out of the 32,373 students (part time and full time, diploma and higher) graduating from 
the UGC-funded institutions and the Open University of Hong Kong, 13.5% of them were 
under science disciplines3, and 14.8% were under engineering ones. (Census and Statistics 
Department, 1998) In absolute amount, the government expenditure to education in 1999 will 
3 Including biology, physics, mathematics and computer science 
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be HK$55.2 billion, out of the recurrent total of HK$207 billion. Arthough it is the biggest 
share, the major expenditure increase in education in 1999 would be going to basic education. 
A recent policy in 1998 policy address mentioned the admission of 150 outstanding 
Mainland students, aiming at "cross-fertilization of skills and ideas" and "healthy competition 
for local students and broadens our student's outlook" (Hong Kong Government, 1998). Hong 
Kong's advantage as a special administrative region with rich channels of information interflow 
and the business opportunities would be attractive to the best students in Mainland China. 
Briefly looking at the R&D supply-side policies, tax incentives are provided for 
research and development. Innovation Loan and Early Technology Business Capital Loan are 
provided for new technology companies, and patent application grant of up to HK$100,000 
can be applied. For the other financing channels, please refer to section 4.3.2 below. Mid-
stream R&D enhancement is weak. As Professor Tin has pointed out, “Hong Kong has no 
technological infrastructure in respect of midstream R&D” (Tin, 1998). 
Demand Side Policies 
The demand side policies of the government refer to those aiming at stimulating or 
facilitating the demand of technologies. Specifically, the following are to be checked: 
• Procurement and Trade 
• Sectoral 
• Financial and fiscal 
• Infrastructure 
Procurement and Trade 
As a free port in Asia, Hong Kong does not have any government policy to influence 
the source of procurement. Some countries like South America, Korea and Taiwan, exercise 
import substitution to stimulate the internal demand for technology in the early stage. Hong 
Kong does not have the import / export control to facilitate the export of selected products 
either. The market adjustment mechanism in Hong Kong is very mature (Enright, 1997) that 
any government intervention to it would be inefficient, if not harmful. 
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Sectoral 
Sectoral speaking, the Chief Executive's policy address in 1998 has named several 
development foci. Information technology development and application, Intemet’ 
telecommunication, film and Chinese medicine were named. As the early stage of the 
formation of such foci, the analysis of the strength of these sectoral policies would be 
immature. The recent proposal of the Cyberport, also listed in the financial budget 1998’ as 
well as the coming introduction of Chinese Medicine Bill, showed at least some degree of 
consistency in the overall government policies. 
In the sector of information technology and telecommunications, a concrete project 
“Digital 21” is announced by the Information Technology and Broadcasting Bureau to promote 
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Hong Kong as a digital city in the 21对 century. It aims at developing a high capacity 
communications infrastructure, secure and open electronic transactions infrastructure, 
developing IT knowledge of people, and nurturing the IT-related culture. The policy is 
considered strong. Firstly, concrete development objectives were pointed out. Moreover, 
focused development items are listed. Finally, a timetable is set. The IT and 
telecommunications policies also agreed with the overall plan as displayed in the policy 
address. 
Financial and Fiscal 
Corporate profit tax rate in Hong Kong in 1999 is 16% - a low figure compared with 
the other countries in the region. Rent and labour costs are very high, on the other hand, 
especially compared with the Asian neighbours, whose currency values had depreciated 
considerably during the Asian financial crisis<. 
For tax and financial policies, Industry Department is managing funds to nurture 
applied research and patent applications. However, there is not a particular tax or financial 
4 According to IMF (IMF World Economic Outlook, October 1998 - Chapter III. The Asian 
Crisis and the Regions long-term Growth Performance), Malaysia, Korea and Thailand had 
their currencies depreciated by 33%,43% and 44% respectively in 1997. 
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incentive scheme to stimulate the industries to applytechnologies into their products or 
production processes. 
Infrastructure 
Government's initiatives in building up technology infrastructure can undoubtedly 
stimulate the demand of technology. The current government undertaking to build a 
Cyberport is a big infrastructure project, which may stimulate technology demand. At the 
moment, the government and developer have released little information about the strategy. 
As an Hong Kong local private enterprise would be sharing HK$6 billion out of the total of 
HK$13 billion for the Cyberport project, profitability might be a major concern from the point of 
view of the developer. The government, as another major stakeholder, should drive for a 
technology strategy of this Cyberport including the timetable and the tenant selection criteria 
for the optimal benefit to Hong Kong technology development. 
Government lmDlementation Mechanism 
The different bureaux are implementing policies as described in 4.1.3 above. Due to 
the lack of the central technology policy body in Hong Kong, the technology initiatives are 
driven directly from the Chief Executive. Not only is this deficiency a problem for coordination, 
but also one for a strong implementation of technology policies. Some officials in bureaux 
have expressed the need to adapt to Chief Executive's practice of direct commands. 
Legal support for new technologies is another area for improvement. Legal 
ordinances and bills are formed in on-need basis, and the process is slow. For instance, with 
the proliferation of Internet since the early 90s, e-commerce ordinance has not been passed 
at this moment. 
Undoubtedly Hong Kong has been benefited a lot from the government non-
interventionism. In terms of technology development, such government attitudes are referred 
to as the "myth of laissez-faire” policy culture (Lin, 1998). It was argued that long term and 
strategic planning, being conflicting with the short-term figure, is an unusual practice under the 
non-interventionist policy culture. This is a potential threat to Hong Kong's technology policy 
implementation. 
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4.1.5 Survey Result 
The relevant survey results are summarized in the table below (correct to 2 decimal 
places) 
Table 4-1: Survey Result Summary on Technology Policy Administrative Features 
Questions Percentage of participants showing Average t statistics® 
Score 
Relative Relatively Relative 
Disagreement Neutral Agreement ® 
® Attitude 7 
~cI 16.95 38.98 44.07 5.92 3.12 
" ^ 47.46 45.76 6.78 3.71 -5.71 
C3 44.07 52.54 3.39 3.83 -4.72 
C4 15.25 50.85 33.90 5.59 2.36 
" ^ 30.51 55.93 13.56 4.47 -2.38 
~C6 44.07 44.07 11.86 4.00 -4.29 
C7 22.03 57.63 20.34 4.80 -0.91 
C8 32.20 54.24 13.56 4.44 -2.38 
N = 59, Critical t = 2.3011® 
The result shows that the public is convinced that the government has been showing 
commitment on lona term technoloav development (question C1). To the issue of technology 
/ socioeconomic considerations intearation (questions C4V the opinion is positive. However 
the result shows the disagreement of the availability of a consistent long-term socioeconomic 
plan (question C3). 
Thirdly, the public is considering interest coordination svstem a weak point (question 
C5). Moreover, the result also shows that the aovemment is weak in technoloav policv 
implementation in the areas of: sufficiency of departments and roles (question C2), demand 
Dolicv to stimulate technoloav requirement (question C6), and the execution abilitv for the 
5 Significant result will be in bold type 
6 Preference grade of 1, 2 or 3 
7 Preference grade of 4, 5 or 6 
® Preference grade of 7, 8 or 9 
9 95% confidence level, two tailed 
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individual departments (question C8). About the strength of technology supply policy, the 
public opinion is rather neutral (question C7). 
4.1.6 Brief Discussion 
The government, as argued and also supported in the survey, is one which is 
committed to technology development in Hong Kong. Uncertainty is cast as to whether this 
commitment is sustainable. Hong Kong has a flexible and top-executive level integration 
between socio-economic plans and technology plans. The mechanism may not be able to 
create detailed technology policies covering different aspects and needs of Hong Kong. A 
central coordination and implementation unit in technology is lacking. 
A coordination unit for technology planning coordination and implementation is 
suggested, it would be an establishment showing the government long-term commitment in 
technology development and innovation. Moreover, with this coordination unit, professional 
opinion from business sectors and academic ones can be drawn. It forms a medium 
organization between the Executive Council and individual departments, smoothing out the 
command chain from the Chief Executive to individual departments. The performance of the 
coordinating unit can be measured for continuous improvement of Hong Kong's technology 
policies. 
At present it may be too early for a central technology policy implementation unit to be 
created. The specific political structure of Hong Kong may not be accustomed to an additional 
implementation unit in between Executive Council and the individual bureaux and 
departments. The possible conflicts between the central implementation unit and functional 
departments may be harmful. Business and Service Promotion Unit is a useful example to 
quote. It aims at promoting the business and service environment in Hong Kong by active 
"partnership with the business community" and development of friendly business culture 
within the civil service"^ ®. The persuasive stance of this unit is a possible way for the 
technology coordination unit to operate. 
10 Business and Service Promotion Unit. Vision and Mission. [Online]. Available: 
http://www.info.Qov.hk/bspu/mission/inciex.htm [April 12’ 1999]. 
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4.2 Technology Policv Framework - Technology Development 
Considerations 
In this area, the focus of study will be concentrated on the issue whether the 
administration is capable to have a visions on the future mix of products I services provided, 
and the technology requirement, so as to work out the suitable policies to go for the selected 
technology development targets. The following factors will be considered: 
• Process and efforts in identifying future products and services 
• Process and efforts in identifying future technology requirement 
• Strategic prioritization and classification of technology development 
眷 Efforts in technology strategy based economic restructuring 
after which the survey result will be examined as reference. 
4.2.1 Process and Efforts in Identifying Future Product and Services 
Introduction 
This section discusses the issue whether the government in Hong Kong or the 
business sector in Hong Kong is aware of the future products and services mixed demand. It 
will be divided into several parts: 
• Existing GDP structure 
• Future product and service 
• Establishment 
Existing GDP Structure 
Hong Kong is the world's most service-oriented economy. In 1998，84% of GDP is 
service including trade, financial and banking services, transportation, communication and 
media. Hong Kong is the world's largest exporter of clocks, toys and games, calculators and 
radios. Hong Kong's ranking in the world as a foreign exchange market and stock market are 
the / h and the 1 V^ respectively. Hong Kong has Asia's busiest international telephone traffic, 
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and is the world's busiest container port.” Trading is highly important in Hong Kong economy. 
The total trading imports, exports and re-exports in 1997 is equivalent to 229% of the GDP 
(Census and Statistics Department, 1998). 
On the other hand, the manufacturing industry occupies a less percentage in Hong 
Kong's economy. Hong Kong has been integrated with neighbouring regions to utilize the 
cheap land and labour there. According to statistics, manufacturers from Hong Kong employ 
about 5 million labourers in China ^^ Hong Kong has effectively played the role of being 
"packagers and integrators, organizing industrial activities" (Fung, 1996) in the chain of 
activities. 
Another aspects is Hong Kong's predominant composition of Small and Medium 
Enterprisei3 (sME)，constituting 98.09% of all the enterprises in 1996i4. The large number of 
SME in Hong Kong economy is highly related to Hong Kong's entrepreneurship, adaptability 
and efficiency. As to the matters of what to produce, and what service to provide, the 
business managers, instead of the government, are the major decision-makers in the 
economy. Market forces are the major consideration factors in their decision making. 
Future Products and Services 
As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, Hong Kong government is not used to 
visualize the future in Hong Kong's need of product and services. The current situation is the 
result of Hong Kong people's initiatives in handling crisis, and the business sector is identifying 
the products and service need through the market mechanism (Yiang, 1990) 
In the policy address in 1998, the Chief Executive has announced the government 
initiatives to build up Hong Kong as several metropolitan centers: tourism, Chinese herbs, 
internet and communications, and information technology. One of the targets is the model of 
11 Source of information: Hong Kong Trade Development Council 
12 ditto 
13 SMEs are the manufacturing enterprises with fewer than 100 employees or other 
enterprises with fewer than 50 employees. 
14 Source: Industry Department 
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"high value added" production (Hong Kong Government, 1998). The latest financial budget 
has mentioned the expected rise in export to Mainland China, at about 7% in 1999. In 
January - November 1998’ Hong Kong's largest export market is Mainland China, accounted 
for 34% of the total exports^®. 
Specifically, in the service side, the government has pinpointed Financial Services, 
Tourism, IT and Internet / Electronic Services, Telecommunications and Chinese Medicine as 
the directions for growth (Hong Kong Government, 1998). In the manufacturing sector, the 
focus in to maintain Hong Kong's status as the centre of business, and to strengthen textile 
and clothing industry. 
‘Es tab l i shment 
Trade Development Council (TDC) has put efforts in identifying the future requirement 
of different businesses in service and manufacturing sectors. With a comprehensive network 
of 50 offices around the world, TDC gathers information about international buyers and feeds 
it into the database, thereby understands the future requirement in products and services. 
On the other hand, the government established the SMEs Commrttee in July1996 "to 
identify issues affecting the development of the local SMEs and suggest measures to facilitate 
their development"^®. Other source of government services to SMEs come from the Hong 
Kong Trade Development Council, Hong Kong Productivity Council, and Hong Kong Industrial 
Technology Centre. The products and services requirement is the initiatives of the SMEs, 
while the government is playing a supportive role. 
The model of Cyberport is another area where the government is going for. The 
government is pointing out the direction of future needs of products and services, and takes 
the lead to for a cluster to attract investment on specific area 一 namely services with quality 
15 Source: Trade Development Council 
16 Industry Department. Small and Medium Enterorises Committee. [Online]. Available: 
httD://www.info.aov.hk/id/ewww/aboutus/function/develoDment/index smec.htm [April 12, 
1999]. 
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and information technology context. The detailed implementation is up to the private sector to 
determine the winners and the production model. 
4.2.2 Process and Efforts in Identifying Future Technology Requirement 
Introduction 
This section discusses the mechanism by which Hong Kong is identifying the 
technologies required. The following will be discussed: 
• Existing situation in technology identification 
• Inadequacy 
Existing Situation in Technoloav Identification 
The government policy on identifying suitable technologies for business sectors, is, 
again, one of the non-interventionist one. Industry Department has set targets to provide 
quality services to various Hong Kong industries. The services include calibration laboratory 
service, and product standards information service. Technology need identification is not one 
of their foci. 
The Information Technology and Broadcasting Bureau has pointed out explicitly the 
required technology in IT in the project "Digital 21" to develop secure information in^astmcture 
for electronic commerce. The mechanism in obtaining the technology is through tendering to 
directly purchase the solutions form vendors. In the latest tender for a Public Key 
Infrastructure solution, a total of 13 vendors have participated. This also shows a very fast 
adaptability of merchants in Hong Kong. 
The minimal import / export controls on trade has left Hong Kong a place with easy 
access to global technology products. According to statistics, more than 900 multinationals 
have settled their regional headquarters into Hong Kong (Trade Development Council, 1999). 
With such an environment, the firms in Hong Kong can easily obtain the technology by direct 
purchase, licensing, consultancy or partnership. 
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Different education institutions are playing an important to identifying the technologies 
required by the business sectors by opening up ventures. This situation will be discussed in 
the section 4.3.3. 
Inadequacy 
In terms of technology identification, some adequacy can be pointed out here. First of 
all the mechanism is not yet set up to identify the required technology based on the changing 
trends of product and service demand in Hong Kong. At the moment, as depicted above, high 
executives of Hong Kong are explicitly pinpointing major areas, instead of an institutionalized 
identification process by a council or forum. 
Secondly, the major areas of technology are identified more or less. More efforts are 
necessary to identify the specific areas of technology to pursue. It would be more useful for 
Hong Kong to develop the focused and appropriate technologies than to have a lot of brief 
technologies. The Irish government has established several centres of excellence in 
semiconductor, automated manufacturing, and content technology in order to focus their 
resource usage. 
Hong Kong also needed to identify a depth of technologies. In an area of 
development a separation of applied research, mid-stream and basic one is necessary. This 
separation and identification cannot be left to market force, but a highly expert involvement is 
vital. This very point would lead to the next section about development prioritization. 
4.2.3 Strategic Prioritization and Classification of Technology Development 
Introduction 
This section discusses the government policy in terms of strategic prioritization of 
technology development. It will be divided into several parts: 
• Foci of interest 
• Prioritization mechanisms 
• Mapping attempt 
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Foci of Interest 
In the first report of Chief Executive's Commission on Innovation and Technology, 
Professor Tin has mentioned several broad areas of development, including information 
technology, design and fashion, multi-media and entertainment, and Chinese medicine fTin, 
1998). 
Afterwards, the government has echoed the technology requirement in the policy 
address. Within the policy of Information Technology and Broadcasting Bureau (ITBB), the 
"Digital 21" program has shown a vision of a Hong Kong capable in information technology. 
Looking the other way, the establishment of ITBB and the subsequent announcement of 
"Digital 21" program, Cyberport project, has shown the prioritization of the government, 
although not explicit. On the other hand, the Chinese medicine promotion, although 
mentioned in the policy address in 1998, is not given prioritized resource in the financial 
budget in 1999. The mechanism behind the prioritization decision made is not explicit. 
Prioritization Mechanisms 
In a broader sense, whether the society resource resources are going to the most 
appropriate technology development area is the main issue of this section. Applied Research 
Fund and Industry Support Fund have been providing funding assistance "to technology 
ventures and applied research & development (R&D) projects undertaken by local companies” 
and "projects which are beneficial to Hong Kong's industrial or technological developmenf. 
Also, the Research Grant Council under University Grants Committee (UGC) is providing 
grant for the research activities in physical sciences, engineering, biology & medicine and 
humanities & social sciences. The priority for this grant emphasizes more on academic 
quality, although potential socio-economic application is also consideration factors. The 
decision making process is though panel members, mostly from the academia. 
The Applied Research Fund has changed to be managed by three venture capital 
firms. The prioritizing mechanism, in this case, has then been outsourced from the 
government to the market. The three firms are allocated US$19 million to US$38.5 million 
(Hong Kong Economic & Trade Office, 1998). The fund managers will be responsible for 
identifying potential high-tech ventures for investment, conducting commercial assessment 
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and making investment decisions." Investment decision is limited to local companies only. In 
this case, the fund managers, depending on the market demand and supply, will be playing 
the role of technology development prioritization in the micro-scale. 
Mapping Attempt 
Due to the complexity of technology development, some mapping may be helpful to 
identify issues in the current prioritization. Technology development can be separated into 
basic research, mid-stream research, applied research and overall plan. Applied Research 
Fund, being managed by venture capital firms, represents the market mechanism in prioritize 
applied research resource. On the other hand, UGC granting is the mechanism for allocating 
resource for research activities, including the basic researches, in tertiary education 
institutions. Top executives in Hong Kong now perform the overall prioritization. The linkage 
between the different prioritization schemes is not at all obvious, especially between the 
university research and the applied research. It is doubtful whether the resource will be 
allocated in the most effective way for a maximum utility for Hong Kong without such linkage. 
4.2.4 Efforts in Technology Strategy Based Economic Restructuring 
Introduction 
This section discusses the government consideration about economic restructuring in 
the context of technology development. It will be divided into several parts: 
• Intentions of the government 
• Future outlook 
Intention of the Government 
The notion of economic restructuring was raised when the Asian financial crisis in 
1997 started to hit Hong Kong. The government has started to term the situation "bubble 
economy" and begins to look for new directions for Hong Kong economic development. As a 
result the phrase "Innovation and Technology" is raised as the "Engines of Growth" (Hong 
Kong Government, 1998). 
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In terms of technology development, economic restructuring refers to the position of 
the mass of the production sector, and the plan to help in its gradual progression *1rom the 
technology extender to the technology leader stage" (Asian Development Bank, 1995). 
Hong Kong is specific in its current status. As stated in the previous sections, Hong 
Kong is particularly strong in service sector and is consisting of a high proportion of SMEs. In 
Chief Executive's policy address in 1998, Hong Kong's capability in capital raising, market 
experience and business links is mentioned. In terms of economic restructuring, the crucial 
point raised out is Hong Kong's "potential to turn innovative ideas into commercial products on 
a far greater scale than at present" (Hong Kong Government, 1998). 
Relating to this point, the Chief Executive has referred to Professor Tin's 
recommendation to promote "mid-stream" research as the "pivotal step between basic 
scientific research and its commercial application" (Hong Kong Government, 1998). The 
Chief Executive would subsequently establish an Applied Science and Technology Research 
Institute and an Innovation and Technology Fund. 
Future Outlook 
Hong Kong's economy in the context of technology development, as seen from the 
above descriptions, is intended to direct to a higher value-added activities in the service and 
production sectors. Less emphasis is put to promote Hong Kong's enterprises to the 
technology leaders in the world. This distinction is a subtle but a very important one. 
With this in mind, the future trend of Hong Kong economy in terms of technology will 
depend on the actual implementation of this value-added activity promotion. One of the most 
important factors, is the source of technology in this process. As Hong Kong is the freest 
economy in the world, according to The Heritage Foundation research in 1998 (Heritage 
Foundation, 1998), import technology may assume a dominant position over the indigenous 
one, and local firms would remain in the user or extender stage of technology development. 
In the next sections, the technology infrastructure study would help in understanding more on 
this aspect. 
As a final remark, in the 70's, Hong Kong was facing another crisis in manufacturing 
industries. Again, industrial diversification and technology have been raised. What Hong 
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Kong had finally picked up, is the way to service industrial and global diversification. The 
opening of China then was one of the determining factors. The current Asian financial crisis is 
yet another precious chance for Hong Kong to review its competence and restructure the 
economy. 
4.2.5 Survey Result 
The relevant survey results are summarized in the table below (correct to 2 decimal 
places) 
Table 4-2: Survey Result Summary on Technology Development Considerations 
,Quest ions Percentage of participants showing Average t statistics^^ 
Score 
Relative Relatively Relative 
Disagreement Neutral Agreement 
Attitude 
D1 45.76 44.07 10.17 3.90 -4.52 
D2 47.46 44.07 8.47 3.86 -4.99 
D3 32.20 61.02 6.78 4.27 -3.58 
D4 30.51 55.93 13.56 4.31 -2.90 
D5 38.98 54.24 6.78 3.98 -4.78 
N = 59, Critical t = 2.3011^® 
The result shows the disagreement that Hono Kong government understands the 
future demand in products and services (question D1), understands the future demand in 
technologies for manufacturers (question D2), commits resources to the appropriate 
technology development projects (question D3), understands the economic structural chanae 
caused bv technology development and innovation (question D4), or has the abilitv to take 
steps to handle the structural change (question D5). 
4.2.6 Brief Discussion 
First, the survey shows a general disagreement to the statements in the 
questionnaire. However, it does not mean the government should therefore take aggressive 
17 Significant result will be in bold type 
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Steps to carry out remedial actions. Firstly, although technology development for industry had 
been discussed in Hong Kong in 70's, the government raised the strategy of technology 
development and innovation almost anew in 1997. In the initial stage, not many policies have 
been laid down, and it is not surprising that the government officials are perceived not 
understanding enough. Secondly, with a highly effective and efficient market in Hong Kong, 
some of the roles as mentioned in the questions may not be best performed, or initiated, by 
the government. 
Reviewing the four sections, an attempt was made to identify what and where efforts 
should be put. Service and products identification has been satisfactory with the joint effect of 
government's agencies, market mechanism and the flexible businesses in Hong Kong. As to 
the issue of technology requirement, some inadequacies are exposed about the identification 
mechanism, identification of specific technologies and identification of level of development. 
Moreover, coordination and linkage would be recommended for the different resource 
allocation mechanisms for the maximum benefit of Hong Kong. 
An additional remark for identification and prioritization of technology should be made, 
about focus and coordination. Even in a specific area like information technology, the 
resource can be further focused on certain aspects like H7business alignment, creative 
application products, quality software engineering, or IT infrastructure establishment. Different 
foci require specific talents and supports. As a starting point, resource should be directed to 
create visible performance and role models. Moreover, coordination is crucial. Resource 
would be wasted if investment on technology is duplicated. Refer to the coordination unit 
suggested in the last chapter, it is required the unit have political acumen and technology 
expertise to well control the situation. To make sure a good allocation of resource, the 
quantitative performance of the resource allocated by various authorities into different sectors 
should be measured. 
18 95% confidence level, two tailed 
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4.3 Technology Capacitv Studv - Technology Infrastructure Building 
In this area, the study effort will be directed to the issue 一 whether the existing 
technology infrastructure in Hong Kong is sufficient, and to what degree. The following factors 
will be considered: 
• Strength of the technology triangular linkages 
• Continuity of innovative chains 
• Catalytic effect of mentor institutions 
• Supportive role of guiders institutions 
after which the survey result will be examined as reference. 
4.3.1 Strength of the Technology Triangular Linkages 
Introduction 
Synergy of technology development and innovation would be best explored with a 
good technology innovation triangular linkage. It is the linkages between the academic 
science and technology colleges, research and development institutions, and the industry 
sector. 
To understand the current situation, the following will be studied: 
• Participation of colleges in Hong Kong in technology development and innovation 
• Availability of mid-stream research and development institutions 
• Prevalence for business sectors to apply indigenous research results 
• Government efforts in strengthening this linkage 
• Strength of the linkage 
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Participation of Colleges in Hong Konq in Technology Development and Innovation 
Universities in Hong Kong are actively engaging in quality research activities, after 
"the period of rapid expansion (of Hong Kong's tertiary institutions) over the past few years" 
(Wu, 1997). 
University of Hong Kong (HKU) has set "expanding our horizons for external 
collaboration" in the strategic research and development planning (Wu, 1997). The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong (CUHK) has been taking parts in applied research for local industries; 
36 researches were funded by Industry Department in the period 1994 to 1998 (Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, 1998), and has started to license its inventions to industries since 
1990. The Research and Technology Administration Office has been coordinating the 
different activities of CUHK in applied research, consulting, servicing and training activities 
under the title University-Industry Collaborations. 
The Hong Kong University of Science & Technology (HKUST) has established the 
Engineering Industrial Consortium (EIC) consisting of a number of technology companies 
working together with HKUST School of Engineering in six major areas^ ®, thus providing a 
direct channel for industrialists to access to new technologies developed by the academic 
sector. 
City University (CityU) encourages and supports staff members to commercialize their 
technologies and research results through its wholly owned company, CityU Enterprises Ltd. 
Since 1992，14joint-venture companies have been established between the University, staff 
members and commercial partners to provide product development and consultancy services. 
CityU Professional Services Ltd was established in 1998 to provide consultancy and research 
services. CityU's participation is more direct. On the other hand, the Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University (PolyU) has established the Business and Technology Centre in 1990. Most of the 
service provided is training for companies. PolyU also set up the PolyU Technology and 
19 Information Technology, Microelectronics and Electronic Systems, Manufacturing, 
Infrastructure, Energy and Environment, and Advanced Materials 
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Consultancy Limited (PTeC) in 1997 to provide consultancy, research and development 
services to commerce and industry. 
In summary, different tertiary institutions have taken aggressive roles not only in basic 
research within the campus, but also the initiation of applied research for the business 
sectors. 
Availability of Mid-Stream Research and Development Institutions 
Mid-stream research and development institutions help to link up the basic research 
outcomes with the application of them to the business sectors. Hong Kong has not been 
strong in terms of public or private research institutes establishment. As admitted in Professor 
Tin's First Report, Hong Kong is lacking in midstream R&D fTin, 1998). 
As seen in the above paragraph, the universities are setting up independent or 
subsidiary organizations, and actively taking parts in this linkage to perform applied research 
and technology transfer to the business sectors. 
The Hong Kong Productivity Councils is one of the major players in Hong Kong 
providing R&D and innovation services. Since 1983，it has completed various commercial 
research and development projects in electronics, computer services, manufacturing 
engineering, environmental management, and automation services. 
The Hong Kong Government in 1993 sets up the Hong Kong Industrial Technology 
Centre Corporation (HKITCC). Its Technology Transfer Programme is introduced to promote 
. t h e technology application and innovation in Hong Kong's industries. 
Prevalence for Business Sectors to Applv Indigenous Research Results 
Due to the specific economic background, history and size of firms, Hong Kong 
enterprises seldom develop in-house technology. As Professor Tin put it, “(Hong Kong firms) 
are quite efficient in exploiting well-established technologies", but at the same time "are weak 
in the development and widespread application of new technologies" (Tin, 1998). 
Due to the lack of technology transfer agency and authority in Hong Kong, the exact 
situation of technology transfer for Hong Kong manufacturing and service sectors are unclear. 
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It is nevertheless observed that certain businesses including jewellery, footwear, IT 
equipment, design, furniture and houseware have been actively utilizing technology 
advancement to enhance their competitiveness^®. 
Government Efforts in Strengthening this Linkage 
Science and technology programmes are available at six higher education institutions: 
City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Baptist University, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology and 
University of Hong Kong, 
The government has begun to realize the weak triangular link, and is going to perform 
remedial function. Chief Executive's policy address in 1998 emphasized the need for 
collaboration among academia, research institutes and industries by the policies: 
• Establishment of an Applied Science and Technology Research Institute 
春 Stimulation of the collaboration of academic institutions and industry in research 
and development by "awarding matching grants for co-operative research 
between tertiary and other institutions and industry." 
Strength of the Linkage 
Tertiary institutions have been aggressively playing the advisory role of applied 
research for industrial and business sector. Different formats are attempted. HKUST has 
formed Industrial consortium for interflow of ideas, and CityU has encouraged staff members 
to commercialize their own research findings, among the others. The academic sector is now 
playing an active in the innovative triangle in Hong Kong. 
For long-term development, the establishment of Applied Science and Technology 
Research Institute can further strengthen the linkage. Firstly the resource allocation can be 
more centralized and, hopefully, efficient. This is not to mean that the tertiary institutes should 
2° Source: Trade Development Council (1998) 
21 Source: Industry Department 
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not pursue their current course. An institute dedicated to applied research can minimize 
resource duplication. 
Moreover, the applied research institute proposed can be more aggressive and 
influential in getting the involvement of government officials and business elite groups. This is 
very important, as business networking is very crucial in Hong Kong environment. 
4.3.2 Continuity of Innovative Chains 
Introduction 
Innovative chains are not sustainable without a critical mass of technology capacity. 
/ 
The section is the dedicated to the issue - that whether Hong Kong is equipped with sufficient 
human resources, financial resources, and other infrastructure to keep a sustainable 
technology development and innovation. 
To understand the current situation, the following will be studied: 
• Situations of Hong Kong technology human resources 
• Situations of Hong Kong technology land and establishment resources 
• Situations of Hong Kong technology financial resources 
Honq Konq Technology Human Resources 
The following table summarizes some indicators in human resources in Hong Kong as 
well as South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan. In addition to the figures in the table, The 
science and technology graduates in Hong Kong numbered 9,173^ in 1997, constituting 
28.3% of the graduates (Census and Statistics Department, 1998), however "many of these 
graduates choose to work in other fields ... such as sales and marketing" (Tin 1998). 
22 Including UGC-funded institutes and The Open University of Hong Kong 
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Table 4-3: Comparison of Key Indicators of Human Resource" 
Indicators Hong Kong South Korea Singapore Taiwan 
Population — 6.3 million 46.1 million 3.5 million 21.7 million 
Researchers About 1.78 per 33 per10000 28 per10000 43 per10000 
_^ 10000(1997)25 (1998) (1998) (1998) 
Education~~ 19.9%of 22.7% of 19.5%of 15% of total 
expenditure HK$243,905 41,336b Won totalexpenditure expenditure of 
% million total national budget S$29.2b (1999 NT$1,212b 
public (1995) estimate) (1997-1998) 
expenditure 
(1997-1998) 
From the above table, we can see that the percentage amount input into education 
has been comparable to the other three "dragon" regions. The distinguished indicator is the 
number of researchers in Hong Kong, relatively a small figure in comparison. Please note that 
the figure has not included the civil servants taking parts in R&D, and certain R&D activities by 
companies are performed under the banner of engineering or consulting services. This figure 
can anyway show the lack of explicit research activities in Hong Kong. 
Qualitatively speaking, Hong Kong people have been famous for their hardworking 
style entrepreneurship, flexibility and fast pace. The literacy rate is high (92.2%), and with 
international information and view. In 1997, a HK$5 billion Quality Education Fund was 
approved to enhance the quality of basic education. 
Mainland Professionals 
It is also important to look at the potential Mainland experts. According to Immigration 
Department, "during the year 1997-98,17 000 professionals from all walks of life and from 
23 Source: Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, 1998 
Census and Statistics Department, 1998 
UGC, 1997 
Kraar, 1998 
Financial Budget, 1998 
Korea Ministry of Education, 1999 
Singapore Ministry of Finance, 1999 
Taiwan Central Budgeting, 1997 
24 The figure may vary in different data sources. This source is selected for its ability to 
compare South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan in similar basis. 
25 Including 115 persons engaged in "Research and Scientific institutes” (Census and 
Statistics Department, 1997) and 1046 research staff funded by UGC (UGC, 1997) 
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more than 65 countries were admitted into Hong Kong for employment, long term or short 
periods." The rules are however more restricting for Mainland professionals. Nationals of 
more than 170 foreign countries and territories are allowed to come for business visits visa-
free for a period of 7 days to 6 months. Entry of Mainland visitors is regulated by separate 
arrangement, which enable them to visit Hong Kong from 7 days to 3 months” 
There have been objections in society about immigration of workers from Mainland 
amid the current situation of high unemployment. However, the unemployed sector is mostly 
low in education level. The current restriction has in fact hinder the interflow of high education 
level professionals. Some of the Hong Kong firms are bypassing the rules by introducing 
Mainland professional workers by arrangement under student visa. 
China is well known for her potentials in talented human resource. Microsoft has set up a 
research centre in 1998 to tap the Chinese resource (Microsoft Research, 1999). Hong Kong 
government is now considering reviewing the immigration policy for this talent through a 
special task force. ‘The Task Force will consider how best to remove restrictions on scientists 
and highly-skilled technologists from the Mainland entering Hong Kong to work." (Government 
Press Release, March 9，1999). 
Honq Konq Technology Land and Establishment Resources 
The following table summarizes some indicators in land and establishment resources 
in Hong Kong as well as South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan. 
26 Source: Regulations from Immigration Department 
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Table 4-4: Comparison of Key Indicators of Land and Establishment^^ 
Indicators Hong Kong South Korea Singapore Taiwan 
Education 7 Technical 258 Universities 1 Institute of 75 Universities 
institutes Institutes & Colleges Technical 
2 Technical Education 
College 4 Polytechnics 
9 UGC-Funded 2 Universities 
Institutes and 
Open 
Universities 
Public Research Research Research Industrial 
Research Institutes as lnstitutes163 lnstitutesand Technology 
Institutions parts of Centres 14 Research 
and Universities, Institute (ITRI) 
Laboratories Industry with at least 12 
Department, laboratories and 
HKPC, HKITCC organizations 
under ITRI's 
umbrella 
Science Site of 22 Daeduk Science~~~Park 1 and 2: 65 Hsinchu 
Park hectares under Town: with 52 hectares with Science-based 
development. organizations 200 companies Industrial Park: 
Phase One from and research 580 hectares 
covers 8 governments, institutes; with 165 firms 
hectares. research and Science Hub 
education under 
institutes | development | 
The Research Institutes and Centres (RICs) in Singapore are actively partnering with 
the industry sectors on focused sectors of manufacturing, electronics, IT and 
telecommunications. The Korea research culture started as early as 1960 when research 
facilities were need to help the region to handle imported technologies. Later more research 
centres were set up to cope with the more detailed and diversified needs. The Industrial 
Technology Research Institute (ITRI) in Taiwan is mostly sponsored by the government in 
undertaking long- and medium-term research projects. Afterwards, the research results are 
transferred to the private sector. 
Hong Kong has considerable number of universities in comparison with South Korea, 
Singapore and Taiwan. The lack of public research institutes and laboratories is marked. 
Hong Kong is catching up in the latter one, while Professor Tin has proposed to establish an 
27 Source: Census and Statistics Department, 1998 
Industry Department, 1998 
Korea Research & Development Information Center, 1999 
Korea Ministry of Science & Technology, 1999 
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applied science and technology research institute fTin, 1998), supported by Chief Executive in 
his policy address in 1998 (Hong Kong Government, 1998), to fill up the gap. 
Honq Kong Technoloav Financial Resources 
For a technology venture, or an innovation project, sufficient financing is very 
important. In this aspect, the following financial channels will be discussed: 
• Government and Private Sector Investment 
• Bank 
• Venture Capital 
• Securities Market 
Government and Private Sector Investment 
Different channels of government funding schemes are available to local companies, 
academia. The major government funds are listed in illustrations in Appendix. The Applied 
Research Fund is providing financial assistance to private companies for undertaking 
technologically innovative projects with commercial potential, in the form of loan or equity 
participation or a combination of both. Up to 28 November 1998, 26 projects have been 
approved involving a total funding of HK$108 million (Government Information Centre, 1998). 
For Industry Support Fund, 341 applications were received and 84 applicants received funding 
in 1997 - 98. Since 1994, HK$1,375.9 million has been committed in this scheme. The 
Innovation Loan and the Early Technology Business Capital Loan are managed by the Hong 
Kong Industrial Technology Centre Corporation to provide funding to young startups. The total 
government financial support in research through the Universities, Hong Kong Productivity 
Council, Applied Research Fund and Industry Support Fund amounted to about HK$4.41 
billion in 1998. The government also promised a HK$5 billion Innovation and Technology 
Fund, for "commercially relevant R&D projects, activities to promote technology diffusion, 
sourcing and acquisition, and those that would enhance technological entrepreneurship 
Singapore National Science & Technology Board, 1999 
Republic of China, 1996 
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(Government Press Release, March 9,1999). For the private sector investment, concrete 
statistics and figures are lacking. 
In comparison, Singapore attracted S$1.14 billion of R&D investments in 1997. 
Overall Gross Expenditure on R&D in 1997 reached S$1.90 billion, in which private sector 
constitutes S$1.26 billion and the public sector S$0.64 billion. The share of the private sector 
investment is increasing (Singapore National Science & Technology Board, 1999). In Korea, 
the R&D expenditure amounted to 12,186 billion Won in 1997, in which private sector shares 
77% of it28. In Taiwan, the 1995 R&D expenditure is NT$125 billion, in which 55.3% is private 
one (National Science Council, 1997). 
Bank 
Financing from commercial bank in technology area is difficult through ordinary 
channels. In general, to obtain bank loan, a business should be in at least 3 years of 
operation with profitable records. Commercial bank loan for technology venture is practically 
impossible. 
On the other hand, a certain number of banks have direct investment sections, which 
are possible financing channels for technology development. The direct investment sections 
generally require 20 - 30% of annual expected return. Target projects or companies have to 
show business potentials and management capability. 
Venture Capitals 
Three venture capital firms are managing the HK$750 million Applied Research Fund. 
Other than that, Hong Kong is only after Japan as venture capital centre in Asia. Total amount 
of funds managed by Hong Kong venture capital firms were US$ 8.8 billion in 1997. Over 
90% of the managed funds come outside of Hong Kong^. 
For technology startups, venture capital firms will not only provide funding but also 
strategy and management advice in order to boost up the capital return. However, venture 
28 Source: Korea Ministry of Science and Technology 
29 Source: Trade Development Council 
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capital investment into technology firms in Hong Kong is rare. The shortage of capable Hong 
Kong technology firms has been suggested as a reason (Kwong, 1997). Lack of investment 
channel like NASDAQ may also be the cause. 
According to a survey (Capital Connection，1998), the most important aspect of a 
company considered by a venture capital is the quality of the management team. To attract 
the capital investment to develop technology in Hong Kong, one must not only look at the 
technology aspects but also the management quality so that the technology venture can be 
properly managed to generate the expected return. 
Securities Market 
, Hong Kong has a mature securities and futures market, with a capitalization of 
US$344 billion at year-end 1998®°. Regulations in Hong Kong provide the framework for an 
efficient and trustworthy environment for investors. Companies looking for IPO have to submit 
business and financial records, and with underwriting investment bank. This prudent 
requirement is, however, not favourable for SMEs and technology startups to obtain funding. 
The set up of a second board or venture board in the Stock Exchange is under 
discussion. An over-the-counter (OTC) or NASDAQ-style market is proposed to offer an 
alternative for young companies with growth potential to raise capital. 
Technology Infrastructure - Yet to Achieve the Critical Mass 
Summarizing the above several aspects of technology components, it can be seen 
that Hong Kong has high potential to develop a mature infrastructure, but a critical mass for 
the innovative chain is not yet achieved. 
First is human resource. Abundant high quality people are available in Hong Kong, 
f 
and education commitment in education is high. This provides a concrete basis for 
technology research professionals, which, however, only constitute only a small part in Hong 
Kong. The career prospect of technology research has not been well recognized in Hong 
Kong. 
3° Source: Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission 
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Next, although there are 18 universities and technical colleges here in Hong Kong, 
research institutes are seriously lacking. There have been various research services 
independently provided bythe education institutes, HKITCC, HKPC and even commerce 
chambers like China Commerce Chamber. A centralized effort in research should be started 
firstly in order to address the most urgent need of the business sectors. The research efforts 
and establishment can then be expanded horizontally (for more areas) and vertically (for more 
advanced and basic research). 
Finally, as a financial centre in Asia, Hong Kong is giving insufficient opportunities for 
young technology startups. In parallel to the attempt to attract foreign investment in 
Cyberport, Hong Kong should also try to provide the capital market infrastructure for the 
investment of such technology startups. Some analysis mentioned the potential danger of 
setting up the second board of investment, due to the lack of available funds after the financial 
crisis. This should be noted. 
It is suggested that an aggressive effort be put into the establishment of a market 
place for efficient exchange or trading of local technology products, licenses and capital. This 
can be in the form of exhibitions, incentive scheme or investment board. As stated above, the 
potential financial resource, human resource and establishment are already there. Given the 
environment, the innovative capability of Hong Kong can be strengthened by linking up the 
sales & marketing competence of Hong Kong and the innovative production capability. 
However, this environment and infrastructure must be invested beforehand. Without such 
establishment, large foreign technology vendors will dominate the technology supply, which 
may not be most cost effective for Hong Kong enterprises as technology consumers. 
4.3.3 Catalytic Effect of Mentor Institutions 
Introduction 
Technology mentors play a catalytic role in enhancing technology-based economic 
activities. In this report, two major categories of technology mentors will be studied: a) 
investment promotion board and venture capital institutions; b) testing, QA, standardization 
and intellectual property protection institution which assess "appropriateness" of imported 
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technology and promote commercialization of indigenous technologies. They facilitate the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the technology development and innovation of the Hong Kong 
enterprises. 
Therefore, this section will be divided to examine: 
• Investment promotion board and venture capitals 
• Technical support institutions 
拳 Overall technology mentoring situation 
Investment Promotion Board and Venture Capitals 
In section 4.3.2 the general capacity of venture capitals are discussed. As shown 
above, although Hong Kong is having a sophisticated securities market and large number of 
venture capital firms, actual investment into Hong Kong technology companies is little. This 
creates a great difficulty for the technology startups in Hong Kong, which cannot obtain 
sufficient funding to grow from such venture capital firms, banks or the stock market. 
Moreover, the early experience in Applied Research Fund shows the institutional weakness 
that the government is lacking in experience and expertise in operating a venture capital fund 
of this nature (LegCo Panel on Trade and Industry, 1998). Private and professional venture 
capitals are particular important in providing the catalytic effect to Hong Kong's technology 
enterprises. 
On the other hand, the government has set up several promotion units to help the 
private sector to upgrade technology. The Seed Capital Funding Services Programme of the 
Hong Kong Industrial Technology Centre Corporation provides funding and assists the 
technology startups to apply for loans and venture investment. It is part of the full Business 
Incubation programme. Applied Research Fund is another funding channel for the technology 
enterprises. 
In early 1988, the industry already pointed out the need for establishing the second 
board to allow enterprises to raise funds by listing on the second board. In 1998 Financial 
Services Bureau has finally committed to work with the Stock Exchange of Hong and 
Securities and Futures Commission to develop implementation plans in 1999 for the 
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f establishment of a second board in Hong Kong. It would enhancement the investment of 
technology startups. 
Technical Support Institutions 
Product Standards Information Bureau of Industry Department is providing product 
standards library services. A centralized database containing standards information is not 
available, and relevant standards are accessed from various regulatory contact points such as 
Works Bureau and Office of the Telecommunications Authority (OFTA). Besides, the 
Standards and Calibration Laboratory (SCL) of the Industry Department provides calibration 
services in various measurement areas such as electrical characteristics or temperature. 
Official recognition for accredited laboratories is provided by the Hong Kong 
Laboratory Accreditation Scheme (HOKLAS) operated by Industry Department. It aims at 
improving the standard of testing and management of laboratories. By early 1999, number of 
accredited laboratories has reached 78. 
The Quality & Management Consultancy Division (QMCD) of Hong Kong Productivity 
Council provides ISO 9000 training modules so as to prepare companies for ISO 9000 
certification. 18,000 persons from 5,000 companies have attended the training. 
Intellectual Property Department was established in 1990 to give advice on policies 
and legislation to protect intellectual property in Hong Kong and to promote intellectual 
property protection through public education, and Customs and Excise Department is 
responsible for enforcing the criminal cases intellectual property rights infringement. Legal 
protection is covering trademarks, patents design, plant varieties, integrated circuit designs 
and copyright. The government is holding more campaigns in 1999 to further promote 
intellectual property protection. 
Mentoring - Funding Channel to be Eased 
Basically Hong Kong has been a favourable place for technology startups with 
sufficient mentoring services in quality assurance, testing and laboratory services. However, 
funding is the weakness. First of all there has been insufficient private venture capitals 
investing into Hong Kong's technology firms. Moreover, the lack of a less regulated second 
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board limits the channel of investment. Finally, the government capital scheme has been 
difficult to apply. Business plan and technology feasibility proof are required to justify the 
application, which is one of the problems for entrepreneurs requiring the funds, especially 
those of the SMEs who have little business training and consulting support. 
4.3.4 Supportive Role of Guiders Institutions 
Introduction 
Technology guiders play a supportive role in enhancing technology-based economic 
activities. In this report, two major categories of technology guiders will be studied: a) science 
and technology information services; b) advisory and consultancy services. Different from the 
technology mentors, they indicate directions and identify opportunities for technology-based 
development. 
Therefore, this section will be divided to examine: 
• Science and technology information services 
• Incubation, advisory and consultancy services 
• Further necessary efforts 
Science and Technology Information Services 
Various commerce organizations, including Hong Kong General Chamber of 
Commerce, Chinese General Chamber of Commerce provide directory, Trade Development 
Council and Small & Medium Enterprises Committee provides directory and information 
services for the linkage and liaison of members. 
For technology information, Hong Kong Industrial Technology Centre Corporation has 
sponsored an on-line directory service specific for high-technology companies. It's own 
TechLink directory is an on-line database to enhance high-end technology business 
partnerships. It provides a channel to source technologies, products and develop joint venture 
partnerships. Most of the technology related organizations in Hong Kong have put information 
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highlights on Internet, industry Department and various academic institutions also publish 
directories and reports on technology information. 
As an advance city in telecommunications and information infrastructure, enterprises 
in Hong Kong can easily obtain latest technology information in the world through their global 
business connections. The media, especially newspaper, have been aggressive in providing 
latest technology news. 
Incubation. Advisorv and Consultancy Services 
Hong Kong Industrial Technology Centre Corporation (HKITCC) runs the Business 
Incubation Programme to provide high-technology startups with management, marketing, 
financial, infrastructure and technical support Since the establishment in 1992, a total of 24 
companies have graduated from the programme. At present, there are a total of 43 member 
companies. To qualify for the programme, a company has to prove rts technical and business 
competencies with business plan. 
Hong Kong Productivity Council (HKPC) offers technology information services for 
industries including electronics, metallurgy, textiles and information technology sector. 
Moreover, it also provides consultancy, training and technology transfer services to suit the 
need of the specific sectors. HKPC and its subsidiary companies employ about 600 
consultants and staff, and provide a multitude of services to over 4,000 companies each year. 
As described in section 4.3.1 above, academic institutions are actively establishing 
channels for technology transfer and collaboration with industries. By providing consultancy 
and training services, the academic sector also plays the role of technology guiders in Hong 
Kong. 
产 
Further Necessary Efforts 
Government should work further on three areas: proactive information collection and 
classification, professional information filtering and examples reporting. Most of the Hong 
Kong enterprises are small in size and are not emphasizing in technical upgrade in the past 10 
years (Kwong, 1997). Information filtering like products rating and professional analysis and 
comparison would be very useful for those entrepreneurs. Moreover, success stories of 
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technology applications by specific companies would enhance the public appreciation of how 
technologies raise productivity. Finally, the technology information, especially the locally 
developed one in academia, is distributed in the institutes' own databases. A proactive 
information collection and classification to link up technology source and potential buyers is in 
urgent need. It is recommended the government take initiatives to provide the resource for 
this information network, and outsource the implementation to media industry because of the 
professional requirement. 
4.3.5 Survey Result 
The relevant survey results are summarized in the table below (correct to 2 decimal 
f 
places) 
Table 4-5: Survey Result Summary on Technology Infrastructure 
Questions Percentage of participants showing Average t statistics®^ 
Score 
Relative Relatively Relative 
Disagreement Neutral Agreement 
Attitude 
A1 38.98 40.68 20.34 4.47 -2.08 
A2 67.80 22.03 10.17 3.49 -6.02 
A3 55.93 33.90 10.17 3.75 -5.28 
A4 50.85 30.51 18.64 3.98 -3.77 
A5 35.59 38.98 25.42 4.80 -0.77 
A6 37.29 42.37 20.34 4.46 -1.90 
A7 35.59 52.54 11.86 4.32 -2.84 
N = 59, Critical t = 2.3011^^ 
The first four questions (A1 - A4) relate to the section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 about 
technology triangular linkages and continuity of innovative chains. The survey results show 
significant disagreement that Hona Kona has sufficient research centers for commercialization 
of technology ideas (question A2). There is also a significant disagreement that industry 
sector, academia and research institutes have sufficient communication channels (question 
31 Significant result will be in bold type 
32 95% confidence level, two tailed 
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A3), and a significant disagreement that sufficient financial channel is available for 
entrepreneurs to develop hiah technoloav products or processes (question A4). About the 
academic sector's capability to perform effective research for Hong Kong (question A1), the 
result is undetermined. The results are in agreement with the analyses above. 
Two questions refer to the technology mentors in Hong Kong. The survey results 
show undetermined opinion about the sufficiency of Hong Kong's standardization and 
calibration laboratory service, and product standards and quality information (question A5). It 
is also undetermined about Hong Kong government's ability to provide legal status, and 
enforce intellectual property rights (question A6). About the final question on technology 
guiders, the survey results show a disagreement that Hona Kono entrepreneurs are Drovided 
with sufficient technoloav development consultancy and information services (question A7). 
4.3.6 Brief Discussion 
This is an important chapter exploring the existing technology infrastructure in Hong 
Kong. Several findings found out in the previous discussion will be highlighted here. In the 
innovative triangle, the tertiary institutes and government agencies have been active in 
technology transfer to industry. Nevertheless, the setup of applied research institute is 
encouraged for a more effective resource utilization and collection of business demand and 
idea. 
Hong Kong has potential technology capacity in human resources, establishment and 
financial resources. They have not yet reached the critical mass. Mainland China 
professionals and demonstration to local students of research as a respectable career path 
can help in building up the human stocks. The setup of a second board may help in attracting 
the investment into technology startup firms. 
Besides funding, mentoring services in Hong Kong is available in quality assurance, 
testing and laboratory services. Finally, the government is urged to ease the funding 
application by encouraging business planning service for SMEs. It should also work on more 
proactive information collection, professional filtering and examples reporting to enhance the 
technology guidance capability. 
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4.4 Technology Capacity Studv - Technoloqv Climate Creation 
In this last area, a relatively intangible, but still very important issue will be studied -
technology climate. A technology climate in Hong Kong will influence the individual 
behaviours in Hong Kong so as to facilitate or hinder the on-going technology development 
and innovation results. The following factors will be considered: 
• Relationship between free market competition and innovation 
• Extent to which the growth of production clusters for technological factor creation 
is promoted 
• Customers preference to products with higher technology ingredients, better 
quality and more friendliness to environment 
• Intensity to which a culture that encourages technology change management is 
fostered 
after which the survey result will be examined as reference. 
4.4.1 Relationship between Free Market Competition and Innovation 
Introduction 
For less developed countries, governments may choose to pursue the course towards 
economic liberalization to encourage innovation activities. As one of the freest economies in 
the world, Hong Kong is facing different issues about free market competition in technology 
development. They will be discussed below. 
Product Market and Innovation 
Survey shows general "confidence on the foundation of the free market mechanism in 
Hong Kong" (Hong Kong Policy Research Institute Limited, 1998). And the free market has 
been one of the Hong Kong success factor (Enright, 1997). 
On the other hand, Hong Kong manufacturers have been operating without the 
tradition of being protected. From 1980 onwards, opening of China causes manufacturers 
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move Northward, so as to minimize the production cost. Major manufacturing industries 
including toy industry, watches and clocks industry and electronics have migrated the labour 
intensive production processes in Guangdong province. In parallel, no effective policy has 
been enforced to enhance the value of production process in Hong Kong. As pointed out by 
the report by Asian Development Bank, without such policies, free market competition "may 
provide greater opportunities not for local firms but for the big international players" (Asian 
Development Bank, 1995). 
This is one of the controversies in future technology development direction. Refer to 
the survey result of question B1, more than half of the response is suggesting a provision of 
market protection for local manufacturers in technology / innovative products. This is a 
reflection of some of the voices from general public. This argument is strengthened by the 
fact that governments of South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore all provide explicit support to the 
technology output. 
On the other hand, others do not believe in the effect of government direct 
intervention. One of the reasons is the small government establishment tradition and the 
officials' lack of professional knowledge (Kwong, 1997). Market protection is distorting Hong 
Kong's efficiency as a global business port, and the bad side will be greater. 
The issue not yet directly addressed. At present, due to the free market mechanism 
of Hong Kong, it is difficult, if not harmful, to implement any "quick-fix" local technology 
product promotion solutions. Examples like government involvement in contract negotiation 
(as in the case of early South Korea), regulations of minimal indigenous components for 
import substitutions (in Mainland China and South America), are not applicable in Hong Kong. 
Hong Kong must find the own way because of this unique free market competition situation. 
4.4.2 Extent to which the Growth of Production Clusters for Technological Factor 
Creation is Promoted 
Introduction 
Firms can support each other in production clusters. Subcontracting, outsourcing, or 
sharing of techniques may enhance productivity. Another factor to consider is how the 
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environment and organizations like commerce chambers or business associations can 
facilitate such clustering. In this section there following will be considered: 
• Sharing of techniques and subcontracting 
• Commerce chambers and business organizations 
• Science Park and Cyberport 
Sharing of Techniques and Subcontracting 
Opening of China in 1980's has created an opportunity for manufacturers in Hong 
Kong. Now most of the labour intensive processes are performed in Mainland China, 
especially the Pearl River Delta area. Hong Kong remains as the business hub functioning as 
the logistics, marketing, quality assurance and design centre in the manufacturing processes, 
while '1he actual production is still usually subcontracted" (Trade Development Council, 
1999). 
According to analysis by Trade Development Council, "there are an increasing 
number of Hong Kong manufacturers adopting a strategy of higher degree of vertical 
integration to increase value-added." (Trade Development Council, 1999) Selected 
manufacturing processes like tool-making, parts manufacturing, production and quality 
assurance are all done under one roof for the manufacturers of audio visual equipment, 
electronics products and household electrical appliances. 
On the other hand, most of the firms in Hong Kong are utilizing Hong Kong's 
advantages of free market and global communication for components and technology 
sourcing. The entire economy is very trade dependent, and self-developed technology is not 
prevalent among industries. For some industries like automobile parts, building materials, 
leather products and cosmetics, exports are predominantly re-exports. 
Summarizing the above factors, even though subcontracting is prevalent in Hong 
Kong merchandize businesses, vertical and horizontal technology sharing is not a critical 
success factor for the firms in Hong Kong. "Nodes of growth for technological factor creation" 
(Asian Development Bank, 1995) is not yet a reality in Hong Kong, 
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Commerce Chambers and Business Organizations 
Commerce chambers are aware of the importance of technology. However, the 
service remains holding talks about individual technology need. Technique and knowledge 
sharing is rare. Historically commerce chambers are not taking an active role in liaison of 
member businesses for the mutual sharing of production information. This may be due to the 
large firm number and the small firm sizes. The present trade-dependent economy of Hong 
Kong may also be the reason, causing technology sharing among member firms virtually 
impractical. 
Science Park and Cvberport 
The government has started their cluster initiative in Cyberport project. This project 
aims at providing the facilities for leading international technology firms, information 
technology and services firms, and smaller local companies. They will share research 
laboratories and telecommunication infrastructure. This project will go in parallel with the 
Science Park project. Hopefully they will evolve into clusters of firms providing high quality 
information services. 
4.4.3 Customers Preference to Products with Higher Technology Ingredients, Better 
Quality and More Friendliness to Environment 
Introduction 
This section is concentrating on the customers' preference for products of Hong 
Kong. It is difficult to discuss this topic without going into details of different business sectors. 
In the section, several major industries of Hong Kong will be studied. They are garment and 
textiles industry, electronics industry, toy industry, and watches and clocks industry. 
Industry Situation 
Clothing industry was the largest manufacturing employer in Hong Kong in 1997. 
Buyers of Hong Kong produced clothing are quality sensitive. "Hong Kong's fashion designers 
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are gaining a world-wide reputation for their quality, sensitivity to current trends and ability to 
blend commercialism with innovation” (Trade Development Council, 1999). 
The textile industry sector is the major supplier to the local garment firms in Hong 
Kong. Due to the keen competition, the textiles industry is now going for the market segment 
of high quality products and original designs. 
Hong Kong's electronics industry accounted for 29% of Hong Kong's total exports in 
1997 and is the largest export earner. The Asian financial crisis also put Hong Kong's 
electronics industry in fierce competition, especially in low-end and simple products. 
Manufacturers have responded by differentiating products and enhancing product features 
and assortment. High-value production by application of appropriate technology is now the 
/ 
strategy by some manufacturers. 
Hong Kong is the world's largest toy exporter, and is famous for the high-quality 
products. In recent years, the quality, health and safety requirements in overseas countries 
are becoming more stringent. 
Hong Kong watches and clocks gross output reached HK$15,824 million in 1995. 
About 86% was exported. 1996, Hong Kong ranked either the first or the second in export of 
watches and clocks for both value and quantity. Buyers are more conscious of quality and 
fashion. Reduced cycle time of production and cost is also one of the success factors of 
Hong Kong firms. 
Quality. Timeliness. Fashion 
By looking at the buyers' preference for the major merchandize industries in Hong 
Kong, it can be seen that quality, timeliness and fashion design are more essential. In some 
industries like plastic raw material, environmental friendliness is also the overseas buyers' 
requirement. 
Use of technology, as a result, has it value in the industries in enhancing such 
attributes of Hong Kong products. The difference between high technology and technology 
application is also marked in this section. It is not necessary to apply state-of-the-art 
technology to add value to Hong Kong's industries. Suitable application of technology is more 
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appropriate, and more urgent, in upgrading Hong Kong products' quality and design, and in 
shortening the time to market. 
4.4.4 Intensity to which a Culture that Encourages Technology Change Management 
is Fostered 
Introduction 
This final section is focusing on the cultural aspect of Hong Kong technology 
development and innovation. The discussion will be divided into the following: 
• Public exhibitions 
• Industrial awards 
• General observations 
Public Exhibitions 
Public exhibitions are effective means to induce technology awareness of Hong Kong 
public. In 1998 and 1999，8 different brands of exhibitions and conventions which relate to 
Information Technology are held in Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre^, estimated 
to attracting 900,000 attendance count in total. The centre is the second largest in Asian after 
Japan. It allows Hong Kong to have the infrastructure advantage in holding such public 
exhibitions. As an additional remark, the media coverage on these public exhibitions are 
increasing in recent years, further lifting the effect of technology culture promotion. 
Industrial Awards 
Industry Department are coordinating with the relevant organizations in selecting 
industrial awards in seven categories, namely consumer product design, machinery and 
33 They are Hong Kong Information Infrastructure Exposition & Conference, International 
Computer Expo, Asian Information Technology Exhibition, Chinese International Invention 
Expo, Techworld International Expo & Conference, Hong Kong ExpoTech 2000, Internet 
World Asia @ Hong Kong, Software Exhibition 
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equipment design, productivity, quality, environmental performance, export marketing, 
technological achievement. The awards are recognition of the industrialists' excellence in 
specific fields. Moreover, through the awards the industry success stories can be promoted 
as role models for others. 
General Observations 
Most Hong Kong citizens are more concerned about the effect and functions of 
technology application onto products. This can be reflected from the exhibitions and news 
coverage about them. Most of the information is about the new product features and 
applications. The culture of exploring technological details is relatively weak. 
Students are in general considering science or engineering discipline less attractive in 
comparison with other professionals like law or medicine, or business administration. Lack of 
long-term development plans for engineering and science students may be the reason. The 
compensation package is perceived to be better in the other disciplines^. 
The survey result of question B7 shows the indecisive nature of public's belief in 
technology as a solution for Hong Kong. Hong Kong, which has been in constant change for 
more than 100 year, has developed a culture of fast response, flexibility and adaptability. On 
the other hand the lack of local business protection by past colonial governments had shaped 
the short-term orientation of business sectors. These are conflicting with the longer-term 
requirement and commitment in technology development. 
34 Which may not be true. Please refer to "Destinations And Remuneration Of 1997 
Bachelor's Degree Graduates, Report" by Lee, Y L Margaret. [Online]. Available: 
http://www.hku.hk/cepc/rept97-f/main97.html [April 12，1999]. 
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4.4.5 Survey Result 
The relevant survey results are summarized in the table below (correct to 2 decimal 
places) 
Table 4-6: Survey Result Summary on Technology Climate 
Questions Percentage of participants showing Average t statistics^ 
Score 
Relative Relatively Relative 
Disagreement Neutral Agreement 
Attitude 
B1 16.95 23.73 59.32 6.39 4.71 
B2 8.47 35.59 55.93 6.64 6.02 
B3 33.90 38.98 27.12 4.63 -1.26 
B4 22.03 49.15 28.81 5.31 1.28 
B5 23.73 57.63 18.64 4.93 -0.30 
B6 28.81 40.68 30.51 4.88 -0.46 
B7 20.34 49.15 30.51 5.37 1.29 
N = 59, Critical t = 2.3 011^® 
The only significant results of the survey are reflected in the first two questions, which 
relate to free market competition. There is significant sentiment that the aovemment should 
provide market protection for products from manufacturers performing innovation or research 
activities (question B1). Also there is significant agreement that the aovemment should put 
emphasis more on nurturing local technology professionals instead of importing experts 
(question B2). More than half of the responses shows relative agreement in both questions. 
About the factor of production clusters (questions B3, B4 and B5), the response show 
undetermined results on whether the existing production clusters have been functioning well to 
facilitate the overall technology development. The ambivalent opinion is also showing in the 
next two questions. There is not significant feeling whether buyers of Hong Kong 
manufactured products are more looking for quality, technology and environment friendliness 
instead of just prices (question B6). It is also undetermined about Hong Kong people's 
confidence in high technology development as a viable course for Hong Kong, as well as the 
35 Significant result will be in bold type 
36 95% confidence level, two tailed 
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willingness to go for the course (question B7). Even so, for this last question, agreement 
percentage (30.51%) is largerthan disagreement one (20.34%). 
4.4.6 Brief Discussion 
The current technology climate is one of the determining factors for future success. 
Clusters of businesses have already been available, but the sharing of technologies is not yet 
prevalent. On the other hand, buyers of Hong Kong products are likely to look for high quality, 
fashion and timely delivery. These can all stimulate the technology requirement in Hong 
Kong. 
Nevertheless, the free market economy is a challenge to Hong Kong in its efforts to 
develop its own technology. Moreover, although the Hong Kong population is more and more 
exposed to technology propaganda in the forms of exhibition, awards etc., the flexible and 
short-term culture of Hong Kong businessmen, customers and students may need some 
adaptation to the long-term nature of some technology development. 
Respondents of the surveythink that the government should provide market 
protection for products from manufacturers performing innovation or research activities. On 
the other hand the Hong Kong free market economy has been one of the competence of the 
community, where the officials are well aware of this. In drafting further technology policy the 
potential discrepancy between the government and the public about market protection should 
be well noted. 
^ 
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4.5 Others 
There are other questions in the survey. Specific to Hong Kong environment, they are 
not classified into the above four chapters. The result will be listed below. 
4.5.1 Survey Result 
The relevant survey results are summarized in the table below (correct to 2 decimal 
places) 
Table 4-7: Survey Result Summary on Other Questions 
Questions Percentage of participants showing Average t statistics®^ 
I _^____^ _^ _____^ ___ Score Relative Relatively- Relative 
Disagreement Neutral Agreement 
Attitude 
El 22.03 44.07 33.90 5.37 1.27 
E2 11.86 49.15 38.98 5.92 3.50 
E3 15.25 50.85 33.90 5.78 2.92 
E4 6.78 42.37 50.85 6.29 5.25 
E5 8.47 25.42 66.10 6.83 6.74 
E6 74.58 23.73 1.69 2.71 -10.39 
N = 59, Critical t = 2.3 011^® 
Survey results are indecisive on whether private funds or government one should take 
responsibility in Hong Kong technology development and innovation (question E1). Except for 
this first question, the rest of the results are significant. 
The respondents think that Honq Kong should put emphasis on aPDlvina Mainland 
China's technologies and research results (question E2). Hona Kona should also put 
emphasis on utilizing Mainland China's scientists and researchers (question E3). 
The respondents show great belief in Hona Kong citizens' (including academia and 
business sectors) caoabilitv of manaaing and developing hioh technologies (question E4). 
37 Significant result will be in bold type 
38 95% confidence level, two tailed 
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They also aaree that Hona Konq small and medium enterprises will be benefited from Hona 
Kong's overall technology development and innovation (question E5). 
Finally, question E6 is a challenge to the respondents, that Hona Kono is service 
oriented and shouldn't develop hiah technology industries, that the resource should be 
redirected to other business opportunities (e.g. finance, propertv. insurance). The results 
show predominant disagreement to the statement. Only 1.69% of the respondents expresses 
relative agreement. 
4.5.2 Brief Discussion 
The questions in this section are specific to Hong Kong environment, and the survey 
f 
results can reflect the opinions of the target groups. In brief, the respondents agree at the 
importance in utilizing the technology human resources and products in Mainland China. 
Moreover, SMEs would be benefited by technology advancement in society. Hong Kong 
economic structure of service orientation should not be the reason to develop technology, and 
the respondents are optimistic on Hong Kong people's ability to go for this direction. 
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5. SURVEY RESPONDENTS' DEMOGRAPHICS 
This chapter is a summary of the survey respondents' demographic information for 
reference purpose. All the figures correct to two decimal places. For detailed graphic 
representation please refer to figures in appendix. 
Number of Respondents 
Totally 59 persons replied out of the 593 letters sent. Response percentage is 9.95%. 
Aqe 
Respondents' ages range from the age group 20-24 to above 60. Take the class 
marks as average for each group^ ®, the average age is 44.77 with standard deviation 11.75. 
Sex 
Besides the 2 replies not specifying sex, 49 respondents are male and 8 are female. 
Education Level 
Among the respondents, 42 have received tertiary education, and 15 are up to 
secondary level. Two others did not specify their education level. 
Occupations 
The four largest groups of occupations are Trade (15 respondents), Education (13 
respondents), Manufacturing (8 respondents) and Construction (6 respondents). Only 4 
respondents are Civil Servants. There are 13 other respondents are in other occupations like 
Legal, Finance or Professionals. 
39 62 is taken as the class mark for class "above 60" for simplicity 
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Firm Sizes 
Most of the firms are small to medium enterprises: Among the respondents, 21 firms 
have staff number below or equal to 50. Other firm sizes range from the class 51-200 staff to 
the class over 5000 staff. 
Positions 
Most of the respondents (32 out of 59) are in executive positions. There are 7 
entrepreneurs, 13 professionals, 4 civil servants and 3 others. 
Income 
Using the conventional classification of income^°, most of the respondents are within 
medium or above income groups. There are 21 respondents having medium income, and 15 
and 14 others having high and very high income respectively. 
4° Average monthly income of: Below HK$5,000 - Very Low; HK$5,001 to HK$20,000 - Low; 
HK$20,001 to HK$50,000 - Medium; HK$50,001 to HK$100,000 - High; Over HK$100,000 -
Very High. 
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Observations from the previous chapters will be summarized, followed with the tactical 
recommendations to improve the different aspects in Hong Kong technology development. 
Next, an overall recommendation will be attempted. 
6.1 Summary and Tactical Recommendations 
6.1.1 Policy Administrative Features 
The government is committed to Hong Kong's technology development and 
innovation. The sustainability of this commitment is to be further observed. Top-executive 
level integration of technology strategies and overall socio-economic plan is in place in Hong 
Kong. Interests coordination in technology planning is largely an informal one with distributed 
initiation efforts from individual bureaux and departments. And the government has yet 
reached a sophisticated level of technology policy implementation due to the lack of 
institutionalized mechanism and slow legal support. The traditional non-interventionism 
culture of Hong Kong has been noted as one of the considerations in setting the future tactics. 
It is suggested that an overall technology planning and coordination unit be formed. 
This symbolizes Hong Kong government's long-term commitment in technology development. 
The unit should proactively study the overall technology development and innovation in Hong 
Kong and suggest plans, give technology-related advice for top-executives in their socio-
economic planning, and coordinate different interest groups in offering recommendations and 
in arbitrating conflicts. 
6.1.2 Technology Development Considerations 
Business sectors in Hong Kong are efficient in identifying the market demand of 
products and services. Hong Kong government and the quasi-government agent have also 
given efforts in studying and naming the future production of Hong Kong. Inadequacies are 
pinpointed in identification of technologies. Mechanism of technology identification and the 
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identification of specific areas and research requirement are lacking. The weak linkage 
among the resource allocation authorities from academic research to applied research may 
cause inefficiency in utility. Finally, the government has proposed the establishment of 
research centres as a first step to help pushing Hong Kong economy towards technology and 
innovation. 
It is suggested that the resource allocation should be focused and coordinated 
according to the technology visions. In order to do so, more efforts be put into measurement 
of value gained for the resource input into technology development and innovation, as an 
objective mechanism of technology requirement identification. Specifically, statistics should 
be collected about the technology level and technology output of Hong Kong enterprises. The 
efficiency of resource investment into technology development should be checked, and be 
exchanged among the different resource allocation authorities. Without such measurement, it 
is impossible to quantitatively pinpoint the most required areas of technology, research 
requirement and resource utility. 
6.1.3 Technology Infrastructure Building 
Innovation linkage is not strong in Hong Kong especially in the ring of research 
institutes. Hong Kong has a high potential to pursue the course of technology development 
and innovation after reviewing the aspects of human resource, land & establishments, and 
financial resources. Critical mass for an innovative chain has not yet achieved nevertheless. 
Funding channel is a weak point in Hong Kong technology mentoring. It is felt that Hong Kong 
entrepreneurs are not provided with sufficient technology development consultancy and 
information services. 
Besides the research institute and second board as already suggested by the 
government, it is also necessary to build up the critical mass of innovation from the aspects of 
human resource, land & establishment and financial aspects. It is suggested that aggressive 
government effort be put into the establishment of a market place in Hong Kong for the 
exchange of local technology product, licenses and capital to link up the sales & marketing 
competence of Hong Kong and the innovative production capability. Promotion of this market 
can enhance Hong Kong's reputation and attract venture capitals as technology mentor. 
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Finally, the government is suggested to work further on proactive scientific and technology 
information gathering, professional information filtering and examples reporting as the 
technology guider. 
6.1.4 Technology Climate Creation 
Different factors in technology climate creation are studied. The free market 
competence of Hong Kong should be noted before any “quick-fix” technology promotion 
policies are implemented. Technology sharing among firms in same industries is not common 
in Hong Kong. Customers for Hong Kong products definitely look for quality, timeliness and 
fashion as well as prices. About technology culture promotion, efforts are noted in various 
public exhibitions and industrial awards. 
It is important to understand Hong Kong's culture of fast response, flexibility, 
adaptability and short-term orientation in technology in their implications to Hong Kong's 
commitment in technology development. With the free market economy, it is suggested that 
the government gradually shift the current direct incubation of technology start-up to a market 
mechanism of technology product exchange. The public sentiment that advocates market 
protection should be carefully handled. Legal support and promotion of intellectual property 
rights should be further enhanced on the other hand. This way, technology development can 
take advantage of Hong Kong's existing culture and competence, 
6.2 Overall Strategy 
Summarizing the above tactics in different aspects of Hong Kong technology 
prospects, the overall strategy can be spoken out thus. The administration should be further 
committed onto an overall technology planning and coordination unit. Based on the 
administration support, focused and coordinated resource allocation with quantitative 
measurement should be emphasized. Referring to the existing competence of Hong Kong in 
business infrastructure and market culture, the first target should be the strengthening of 
applied technology product transaction market especially for SMEs. The business opportunity 
and market demand would enhance the technology / business alignment culture and further 
fuel up the innovation triangle from applied research back to more basic one. In the process, 
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the technology capacity of Hong Kong in human resource, financial and establishment should 
be promoted and restrictions should be eliminated. It is finally hoped that the long-term 
aspects of technology development and innovation would be nurtured as a result. 
Illustration 6-1: Synergy of Components for Technology Development and Innovation 
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7. LIMITATIONS 
7.1 Framework 
In application of this framework, it is important to appreciate its coverage over 
political, economic, technology and social aspects. This approach is more concentrated on 
the region's internal competence and weakness. However, as Hong Kong is a small economy 
highly relying on global trading, and is a SAR more and more related to Mainland China, it is 
also crucial to study the external threats and opportunities. Such considerations have to be 
separately discussed in suitable sections within the framework. 
It is also essential to note the presumptions in the framework. In comparison with 
Hong Kong, other Asian developing economies are more regulated and controlled by the 
government, and this framework has well addressed the influence of government into a 
region's technology development. In Hong Kong, entrepreneurs' initiatives and external 
factors are also very important. The different aspects of the framework do not carry equal 
weight of importance. Additional considerations, which are not included in the framework, 
may also be necessary. 
7.2 Observations and Survev 
Quantitative data is lacking especially in Hong Kong. The high-technology output, 
value added, number of start-ups are not well known. Such information would be highly useful 
for a quantitative study of the technology components in Hong Kong. 
Most of the respondents come from the business sectors. Those from education and 
government only constitute one third of the total. As the latter two sectors are highly related to 
Hong Kong technology development and innovation, their opinions should assume 
considerable importance. 
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7.3 Overall Research 
The research is concentrated on studying Hong Kong's prospect of technology 
development and innovation as a whole. On the other hand, particular business or education 
sectors may differ from each other very much. It is recommended that further study be 
concentrated on studying the individual business and education sectors in Hong Kong so as to 
come up with the suitable recommendations for them. 
A snapshot of Hong Kong is taken in preparing this paper. The author has made 
assumptions and has observed the contemporary situations. The same is applicable for the 
survey results. All of them would change, and new observations and problems would arise for 
new solutions. Therefore, this study should be further refined, be repeated periodically, and 
be deepened in the different aspects and considerations. It is hoped that the technology 
development and innovation direction be further clarified and refined by this continual process. 
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8. CONCLUSION 
This paper starts with the question asking the technology development and innovation 
prospect of Hong Kong. A framework from Asian Development Bank is applied. After 
questionnaire survey and observations in sixteen sections, individual tactics and an overall 
recommendation are suggested, as elaborated in the previous chapters. Briefly speaking, 
Hong Kong has the potential technology capacity, although the momentum, essential channels 
and linkages are not yet strongly established. Different changes and initiatives have to be 
started in Hong Kong to create synergy among the academia and research sectors, business 
sectors and the government as provided in the recommendation chapter. 
I want to end the study paper witfi a personal remark. Hong Kong has been a unique 
region due to historical reason, and has been a distinguished success story in the world. In 
pursuing further success by means of technology development and innovation, this 
uniqueness should not be forgotten, as all the other regions with technology advancement 
have their niches and specific problems to address. A copycat strategy would be the worst 
one for Hong Kong. The uniqueness of Hong Kong including the fast pace life style, short-
term orientation, adaptability, small enterprise size and entrepreneurship should be effectively 
utilized to create further value together with technology advancement, instead of being 
considered as the hindering factors. Technology policies should not be political appeal to 
specific sectors in society, and should not tackle long-term issues with quick-fix solutions. I 
consider these two the most dangerous scenarios in near future. 
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APPENDIX 
Table A-1: Financial Commitment into Various Technology-Related Organizations 
Institutes and Funds Amount 
Universities research HK$3.2 billion annually 
Hong Kong Productivity HK$180 million annually 
Council (HKPC) 
Hong Kong Industrial HK$250 million setup cost 
Technology Centre 
Corporation (HKITCC) 
Applied Research Fund HK$750 million injection (1998) 
(ARF) 
Industry Support Fund HK$278 million injection (1998) 
Science Park (First Phase) HK$3.3 biMion (to be established) 
Innovation and Technology HK$5 billion (to be established) 
Fund 
Source: Hong Kong Government, 1998 
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Table A-2: Survey Questions 
A1 The higher education institutions in Hong Kong are capable in understanding 
Hong Kong's future technological need, so as to conduct research effectively and 
come up results useful for Hong Kong economic development. 
A2 Hong Kong has sufficient technological research centers to assist the industry 
and commerce sectors to commercialize technology ideas. 
A3 There is sufficient channel for the intercommunication among industries, 
academia and technology research centers for mutual benefit. 
A4 There is sufficient channel for entrepreneurs to finance high technology products 
or production processes development. 
A5 There is sufficient standardization & calibration laboratory service, and product 
standards and quality information service for industries. 
A6 There is sufficient intellectual property protection in Hong Kong in terms of legal 
infrastructure and the government's execution capability. 
A7 There is sufficient consulting service and technology information service in Hong 
Kong to assist entrepreneurs in high technology development for their products. 
B1 Hong Kong government should provide protection for products of manufacturers 
performing technology development and innovation activities. 
B2 Hong Kong government should put emphasis on developing local technology & 
research experts instead of introducing foreign ones. 
B3 There is sufficient channel for different local manufacturers to jointly finance some 
commonly needed technology research. 
B4 Different local firms can easily subcontract with each other to enhance 
productivity and facilitate interflow of knowledge and techniques. 
B5 Different commerce chambers and organizations can provide sufficient 
information and network for technology development and innovation in industries. 
B6 Buyers of Hong Kong products are more looking at quality, technology and 
environment friendliness, instead of only price. 
B7 Hong Kong citizens believe that technology development and innovation is a 
viable course for Hong Kong, and will go for it. 
C1 Hong Kong government will commit resource to execute technology policies in the 
long run persistently. 
C2 There are sufficient roles and departments within Hong Kong government to 
execute technology policies. 
C3 Hong Kong government has a long term and consistent overall socio-economic 
plan. 
C4 The Hong Kong technology policies are consistent with the overall socio-
economic plan. 
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C5 Hong Kong government has listened to different parties (e.g. academia, industries 
and commerce) in drafting the technology policies. 
C6 The current policies (e.g. tax rate, finance and laws) are encouraging the industry 
and commerce sectors to apply technologies. 
C7 The current policies are encouraging the higher education institutions and 
research centers to provide technology research outcome. 
C8 Individual government departments will execute the central technology 
development plan effectively. 
D1 Hong Kong government officials understand the future demand in products and 
service in Hong Kong. 
D2 Hong Kong government officials understand the future demand in technologies 
for various manufacturers. 
‘ D 3 Resources, either from the government or in the market, are being committed to 
the appropriate technology development projects. 
D4 Hong Kong government officials understand how technology development and 
innovation will change the economic structure (e.g. company size, market 
structure, and employment requirement). 
D5 Hong Kong government can take effective steps to handle the economic 
structural changes. 
E1 Private funds and management, instead of governments should carry out 
technology development and innovation. 
E2 Hong Kong should put emphasis on applying Mainland China's technologies and 
research results. 
E3 Hong Kong should put emphasis on engaging Mainland China's technology and 
research experts. 
E4 Hong Kong citizens (including academia and business sectors) are capable to 
develop and manage high technologies. 
E5 Hong Kong small and medium enterprises will benefited from Hong Kong's overall 
technology development and innovation. 
E6 Hong Kong is service oriented, and should not develop high technology 
industries, that the resource should be redirected to other business opportunities 
(e.g. finance, property, insurance). 
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Illustration A-3: Respondents' Education Level Distribution 
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Illustration A-3: Respondents' Education Level Distribution 
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Illustration A-3: Respondents' Education Level Distribution 
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Illustration A-3: Respondents' E d u c a t i o n Level Distribution 
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Illustration A-3: Respondents' Education Level Distribution 
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Illustration A-3: Respondents' Education Level Distribution 
Frequency 
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Illustration A-8: The Questionnaire m 
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工商管理學院碩士課程 
MBA Programmes 
Faculty o f Business Administration 
學生碩士企劃用漢 
S t u d e _ A P _ s 香港科技發展 
簡單問卷調杳 
您好！我叫陳海曙(Stephen Chan Hoi Chu) ’是香港中文大學工商管理碩士課程應屆 
學生’現正研究香港的科技發展，而您的意見，將會對我的研究工作有莫大俾益o故此， 
我誠意邀請您塡寫一份簡單問卷，讓我可將各界對香港科技發展的意見歸納研究。 
以下；^問題並無對與錯’閣下只需依照您的經驗及觀感回答即可。此問卷以不記名之方 
式進行’個人資料絕對保密’而所有資料只會供大學學術硏究之用。 
問答方法 
下列各題目，請您衡量該項標題能夠準確描述香港現時狀況的程度，並選擇1至9以 
代表您認同的程度： 
1：極不同意 
9 ••極爲同意 
閣下之寶貴意見’將會成爲是項硏究的核心部分，而由於資料分析需時，敬希閣下能抽 
空塡妥是項問卷，並請於一九九九年三月十日前傳眞至8206 9323 ’以便我可將閣下 
之意見納入此份報告之中。 
如有疑問’請致電9467 6620或電郵stephen.chan@graduate.hku.hk與我聯絡。 
i 本人在此衷心多謝閣下之幫助！ 
* 
! Z ' 1 . / ,.、、, 
〈“才丨‘ , V i y ^ ‘ 
陳海曙 -
一九九九年二月廿三曰 
L 
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ATTENTION : STEPHEN CHAN FAX NO. : 8206 9323 
香港科技發展簡單問卷調查 
請指出您認爲該項標題能夠準確描述香港現時狀況的程度’並於所選擇之答案加上圏號： 
註：在這份問卷中，其中提及的「科技研究政策」是指香港政府爲提高生產力及競爭力的目標 
而作出推動香港科技硏究及開發的各種政策。 
r -
(一）科技建設 
極 極 
不 爲 
標 題 I 同 
1.香港的專上院校有充足的能力去了解未來香港科技需要，從而有 \ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
效地進行硏究，以得出能促進香港經濟發展的成果。 
2.香港有充足的科技硏究中心，協助工商業界’將科技意念轉化成1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
商品° 
3.工業界、學術界及科技研究中心，有充足的渠道互相交流意見’ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
而達致互利互惠之效果。 
4.香港有充足的融資渠道，供實業家有效地簿集資金，發展高科技 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
產品或生產過程。 
5.香港有充足的標準及較正實驗所服務（Standardization & 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 
Calibration Laboratory Service)供工業界使用’並能提供足夠 
的產品標準及品質資料’以供參考。 
6.香港政府在保護知識產權方面，有充足的法例保障及執法能力。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
7.香港實業家能取得充足的顧問服務（Consultancy)及科技資信 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 
服務（Information) ’指導及協助他們發展高科技，以應用於其 
商品之中。 
(二）科技文化, 
極 極 
不 爲 
標題 同 同 
意 意 
1.香港政府應該爲創新科技硏究廠家的產品，提供市場保護（例 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
如：津貼）° 
2.香港政府應該注重培育本地專才，而非注重輸入外地科技研究人 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
員》 
3.不同本地廠家能夠有足夠渠道及機會，湊合資金發展一些共同需 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
要的科技硏究成果。 
_ 1 
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4.不同本地廠家容易互相外判工作（Subcontract ing)以增加效 1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 
益，並能有效地達致知識或技藝的互相交流。 
5.各商會組識能提供足夠的資信或網絡’協助工業界開發科技。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
6.香港工業製成品的買家較著重品質、科技及環保等方面，而非完1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
全取決於價錢。 
7.香港人相信高科技發展是一條可行的出路’並能身體力行。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
产 
(三）政策考慮 
極 極 
不 爲 
標題 § § 
1.香港政府必定會長遠及持久地投入資源’執行科技硏究政策。~"'l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2.香港政府內部有充足的部門及職權，執行科技研究政策。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
3.香港政府有一套長遠而前後一致的整|^經濟政策。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
4.香港的科技硏究政策並不與其長遠的整體經濟政策互相矛盾。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
5.香港政府在制定科技硏究政策時，能有效聽取及吸收各界（學1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
術界、工商業界等）的意見。 
6.現時香港政府政策(如稅率、融資及法制等方面)鼓勵工商業界積 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
極採用科技硏究成果。 
7.現時香港政府政策鼓勵本地科技硏究中心及專上院校，積極提 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
供科技研究成果。 
8.個別政府部門，會有效地執行政府的中央科技研究政策》 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
(四）經濟展望 
極 極 
不 爲 
標題 同 同 
意 意 
1.香港政府官員明白本港將來在產品及服務方面的需求情況。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2.香港政府官員明白本港將來對科技硏究成果之需求情況，以配 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
合廠商的需要。 
3.香港的資源’不論是針對政府或是市場而言，正在投向正確的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
科技開發計劃中。 
4.香港政府官員明白創新科技將會如何改變香港的經濟結構（如 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
公司大小、市場壟斷狀況、就業要求等）。 
5.香港政府將能採取有效措施，處理上述的改變。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2 
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(五）其他 
極 極 
不 爲 
標題 丨司 1'¾ 
i s 
1.香港的科技研究，應交由私人’而非政府的資金發展及管理。1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2.香港應較著重利用中國內地的科技研究成果。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
3.香港應較著重利用中國內地的科技研究人才。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
4.香港人（包括業界及學界）有能力發展及管理高科技。 1 2 3^ 4 5 6 7 8 9 
5.香港的中小型企業，會因香港整體之高科技發展而得益。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
6.香港是以服務業爲主的社會’不應發展高科技工業，而應將資 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
金投入其他商業機會（如金融、地產、保險等行業）。 
如閣下有其他意見’請加以閱明： 、 
個人資料 
年齡 • 25-29 • 40-44 • 55-59 
• 30-34 D 4 6 ^ 9 • 6 0或以上 
• 35-39 • 50-54 
性別 ： 口 男 • 女 
敎 育 程 度 ： 口 大 學 或 以 上 口中學畢業 •小學畢業 口其他 
行業 ：口銀行及金融業 口製造業 •貿易 •香港政府 
n 地產業 口航運業 •敎育 口專業顧問 
•其他，請註明： 
公司規模： 0 5 0 A W T 0 201-500 0 2001-5000 
• 50-200 • 501-2000 •5000或以上 
職位 ： • 實 業 家 口行政人員 L:專業人士 •公務員 
。其他，請註明： 
{固人每月： | J J HK$5.000 以下 • HK$50,001 - HK$100,000 
平均收入 n HK$5,000 - HK$20,000 • HK$100,000 或以上 
:]HK$20,001 - HK$50,000 
2 
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